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O-Week Rocks Da' House!
Asad

Kiyani

Once again, Laurier refuses to let the
cool fall breezes envelope the vigour
of the summer months. Instead, over
two thousand frosh and volunteers
are marking the end of the summer
with a millenial blast.
On Monday, September 6,
Laurier officially welcomed a record
number of first-year students for not
the first time in recent memory. Well
over 2000 frosh registered to participate in 0-Week '99, known as
"Kingdom Laurier".
Monday, the traditional movingwas
day,
in
marred by rain,
np 1
but that hardly
the
dampened
spirits of the frosh.
While
the
Opening
Ceremonies had to
be moved from
University
Stadium into the

Students' Union (WLUSU) VicePresident of Student Activities Chris
Hewitt then began to introduce the
various groups of volunteers that
were helping to organize, run and
assist with Frosh Week.
However, when Hewitt introduced Foot Patrol, second-year
Patroller Mike Erner, to the obvious
annoyance of Hewitt, hijacked the
microphone. To the delight of the initially confused crowd, Erner and Coordinator Ben Ovington proceeded
to lead the Foot Patrol contingent
through an extended medley of
cheers.
The lowlight of
the night was the
of
appearance
comedian
Rick
Bronson for the
second consecutive Orientation
Week.
Sadly,
Bronson
rehashed
his
material from the
previous year's

There was

no stopping

er, there was no

show. His overreliance on various forms and
usages of the
word
"fuck"
quickly became
boring and repetitive. His segments
about the United States and hockey
in Canada were frightening in the
jingoistic fervour they produced
within the crowd.
Fortunately, the night moved on
to a juggling session that provided an
opportunity for many of the firstyears to leave early and get some
well needed rest.
Tuesday was off with a bang as
the students were bused off to
Sportsworld for an afternoon of fun

newest

the
stopping
enthusiasm
of
Kingdom Laurier's
newest subjects.
Even though
there was over a one hour delay in
getting the party started, the
wisely
Orientation
Committee
opened up the entire gymnasium
floor. This allowed for a much cooler
and safer ceremony than in previous
years.
The night began with a mock
convocation and speeches from
President
Robert
University
Rosehart as well as other adminis-

subjects.

trative officials.
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equally abysmal

renowned cover ban Blackwater
Trio while, the Turret was a regular
dance party night. The Terrace featured a bar staffed by volunteers
from the Dean of Students Office, but
the real hit ofthe night was the FNCC

in the sun. Go-karting, rock-climbing
and bus-riding were the order of the
day.
Tuesday night was the celebration of Ixiurier s own night-life. The
Turret, Wilfs, Terrace and Fred
Nichols Campus Centre Quad were
all open and available for consumption.
While recent Orientation Weeks
had seen only the Turret open,
resulting in interminable lineups, the
addition of the extra venues meant
that the greatly expanded number of
first-years could actually do something with their night.
Wilfs hosted the -Laurier-

Quad.
It was here the Much Music
Dance Party was hosted. A large pair
ofvideo screens mixed with booming
sound in an outdoor setting provided
a perfect party atmosphere. And
while Rick the Temp's MuchRumoured
and
Much-Feared
appearance never .
took place, there
was no denying
the Video Dance
Party was the hit of
the night.
Wednesday
was a busy day as
well for the firstyears. The day
with a
began
Medieval Fair and
Campus Clubs carnival at Willison
Field.
Then came the
big O-Week ShineOff. The event was
hosted
by the
Much-Late Rick
the Temp who
decreed Kingdom
Laurier s events to be "Much Better"
than that of Western.
Much Later on in the day, the
first-years were bused down to the
Revolution for the Much Anticipated
Travoltas concert. While there was

Much Dancing and Much Drinking,
there was also Much Fun to Be Had.
Aside from the partying and drinking
in garish seventies outfits, there was
not Much Hlse happening on
Wednesday night for the first-years.
Ilowever, there were other activities taking place during the first hall'
of Orientation Week.
The Student Services were all
extremely busy. The Emergency
Response Team was on 24 hour call
throughout and BACCHUS was also
working virtually non-stop. Foot
Patrol
set
a
record for walks
in one night, taking 127 people to
various locations
on Tuesday night
alo n e
Wednesday night
also saw
the
climb
number
over 100.
Also, a new program for off-campus first-year students
debuted
during
Orientation Week.
OffLaurier
C a m p li s
University
Students (LOCUS)
held an informalion seminar for students and signed
up over 2(X) for its new program.
While the week looks lo be going
well, there Is still a long way ahead
before Shinerama on Saturday.

The

addition of
extra
venues

meant that
the

first-years
could
actually do
something.

.

Athletic Complex
due to the weath-

the
enthusiasm
of the
Kingdom's
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Most communities in Ontario have recycling programs, but each of them have different rules about what materials are recyclable and how they are to be prepared for
pick-up. In Waterloo Region, there are two recycling collection programs: a Cart collection program for participating apartments, condominiums, townhouses; and a weekly
curbside Blue Box collection program for single family dwellings, semi-detached duplexes, smaller walk-up apartment buildings, and student lodging residences. Once
you know which of the two collection programs services your place of residence, the information below will help you sort and prepare materials properly for recycling.

RECYCLABLE ITEMS;

BLUE BOX RECYCLING

(For Region of Waterloo households with curbside collection)

BOXBOARD
•

*
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includes cereal, tissue, shoe and detergent-type boxes, plus egg cartons
remove

P' as,' c bog l' ner f°il an d food
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MAGAZINES
•

&

CATALOGUES

includes magazines

FLATTEN

TELEPHONE BOOKS
•

&

PAPERBACKS
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includes white and coloured writing paper, such as bills, "junk mail",
advertising mail, etc.

•
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flatten and place in cart ioose
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FLATTEN AND BUNDLE
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•

corrugated cardboard (max. 30" x 30" x 8")

empty and rinse

BEVERAGE CONTAINERS
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http://www.region.waterloo.on.ca/waste
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or check the back of your Bell Telephone Blue Pages
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CONTAINER CART
Remove Lids, Rinse
C
l 0$

&

Place In

SE'
1! f..PET plastic bottles, jars
w see-through
Cr.,

.

,

&

jugs

plastic bottles, jars & jugs (no tubs please)
aluminum foil wrap and foil trays
glass food and beverage bottles and jars

—

J

'

,

telephone books and paperbacks
household fine paper
boxboard (should be flattened & stuffed inside
unflattened box before placing in cart!

For More Information Call: 883-5100
INTERNET ADDRESS!
ii

condominiums)
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MPER CfIRT
Plate 111 Cart LOOSe

includes aluminum and tin cans
•empty and rinse
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townhous es
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•
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CARDBOARD CART

and crumple foil; flatten trays

METAL FOOD

©-HDPE"

For Re^ion

•

•

fUjll

"

&

GLASS FOOD, BEVERAGE, PERSONAL
& PET
CARE BOTTLES & JARS
•

5°

elepho e oks ond W e[batl(S
householdJ fine paper
'

,

•

discarded; metal lids are recyclable

includes rigid plastic food, beverage, detergent, personal and pet core
bottles, jars and jugs with a screw-top cap and a symbol like this
on the bottom (no tubs please), (maximum size 10 litres)
empty and rinse
plastic cops must be removed and discarded; metal lids are recyclable
rinse

*

see-through "PET plastic botlles, jars S jugs
plastic bottles, jars 8 jugs (no tubs please)
aluminum foil wrap and foil trays
glass food and beverage bottles and jars
metal food and beverage containers

CART RECYCLING HOW-TO:

ALUMINUM FOIL WRAP & FOIL TRAYS
•

newspapers and inserts
'magazines and catalogues

......

-EtSSIIS

"HDPE"
JUGS

fill
JQty

•

identified by 2 outer, thin-walled liner boards, and a corrugated waffle
in the middle

empty and rinse
plastic caps must be removed and

BAG OR BUNDLE
•

O

•

SEE-THROUGH "PET" PLASTIC
bottles, jars & jugs
•

.

REMOVE LIDS, EMPTY, RINSE
& PLACE LOOSE IN
BLUE BOX

CORRUGATED CARDBOARD
•

W-Jf

STUFF

includes Bell telephone books and paperback books

•
,

&

boxboard (inside unflattened box, or in plastic bag)

•

HOUSEHOLD FINE PAPER
•

HOW-TO;
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News
Accident kills

7

on Highway 401

Student Pubs revamped
James Muir

Last Friday morning, at B:osam,
thick fog "just dropped from the
sky," reducing visibility on a stretch
of highway 401 just east of Windsor
to a few feet. Lead cars slowed
down, but those who were following
did not slow down fast enough. The
resulting 63 vehicle pile-up left seven
people dead and other's with injuries
of differing severity. Many victims
wandered the nearby fields in shock
while others tried heroically to help
those still trapped in their cars, some
of which were ablaze. High speeds,
aggressive driving, and thick fog
were blamed for tills latest accident
along the "killer" stretch of the 401.

Serial Rapist loose

in K-W area
Waterloo Regional police are warning women to be extra careful as
there may be one or two serial
rapists loose. DNA evidence has
linked a May 31 rape of a Kitchener
girl to a Jane 13 rape of a women in
Guelph. In both instances the suspect entered through unlocked win-

dows. Police are also investigating a
possible link to two other sexual
assaults during July and August
in Kitchener
and
Woodstock. In these assaults the
assailant entered through an
unlocked door. Police are advising
that women lock all doors and windows before going to bed and
occurring

reminding their housemates to lock
doors as they come and go.

Adrienne Clarkson
named new
Governor General
The former television broadcaster;
and current Canadian Museum of
Civilization board member was
selected to replace Romeo Leßlanc,
the cm-rent Governor General.
Romeo Leßlanc, 70, asked to be
relieved of his duties by the end of
the year citing health reasons.
Prime Minister Cretien acknowledged the symbolism of Garkson's
appointment as Canada becomes
more culturally diverse. Clarkson
came to Canada in 1942 as a political refugee and "is a person who
loves her adopted country" accoixling to Cretien.
She is the first
Governor General who does not
have English or French roots, and
only the second female Governor
General.

Those of you who have visited the
3rd floor ofthe Fred Nichols Campus
Centre in the past couple of years
might have noticed a i'ew changes
upon your return.
The Student Publications office
space has recently been renovated.
A brash new colour scheme and a
dynamic reconfiguration highlights
the office's creative tenor.
Beginning in late March plans
were formulated to alter the existing
space. A couple of designs were forwarded and volunteers were asked
for their input. Over time, one design
concept seemed most popular and
the decision to investigate the feasibility ofrenovation was initiated.
After a meeting with Dan
Dawson
Business
(Manager:
Operations of the Students' Union)
and Ron Dupuis, it became obvious
changes were not only necessary,
but long overdue.
The Students'
Union, as owner
and landlord of
the building, had
to approve all the
plans, but this was
easily negotiated.
The decision to
go ahead with the
renovations was
based primarily
on the immediate
direction
of
WLUSP. The OPA
with the Students'
Union was due for
renewal and our physical space, in
the building was an Issue.
The Students' Union, a mammoth organization was looking to
expand. This prompted WLUSP to
investigate the possibility of relocating to another area on campus.
Unfortunately, the Univeristy too is
mammoth and space on the small
campus Is hard to come by. It soon
became apparent that our only

MLUAKRTEYN
option was to remain in the Fred
Nichols Campus Centre and negotiate our tenancy.
The general feeling was that if we
were going to stay, changes had to be
made. Thus the
decision to go
ahead with the
renovations.
"The old office
was scummy, and
now we can be
proud of where
we spend our
time. The fact that
it is filled with
IKEA furniture
and
leather
couches
only
makes the deal
sweeter,"
commented Danielle
Fielder a veteran of the scummy
offices.
"1 would definitely consider
bringing a date into the charming
decor for a late night rendezvous in
front of the fish tank", said Asad
Kiyani of Cord Opinion.
Luke Martyn plans to wax the
floors each week to keep them looking shiny and new for incoming visi-

These
changes

were not

only
necessary
but long
overdue.

made the gaping gash presentable
and eventually, awe inspiring.
As of'tliis printing the work Is not
yet complete, the obligatory delays of'
construction have found WLUSP on
a number of occasions. But rest
assured that the office is a sight to
behold and further work will only
complement.
So please, come on up and see
what your money has done for the
sanity of the volunteers that provide
you with tho yearbook and Cord and
what it has done, for the reputation
and respect of WLUSP in the community.

MLUAKRTEYN

Pay tuition while paying bills
any other bill payment, you can pay
your tuition through an Automated
Banking Machine.
The bank simply reads the remittance form enclosed and informs the
business office that
your payment has
been made.
This is great
for
all
news
Laurier students
who can now
avoid the frustration of wasting
time in long lines
on Regina street or
the hassle of finding a stamp and
mailing it only to
later discover that
the cheque was
lost in the mail.
The best part is that this option is
available in virtually any financial
institution across Canada.
According to Debohra Dacosta, the

initiator of this brilliant idea, the
response from students thus far litis
been very positive.
It Is estimated that around !>()% of
students who have already paid their
bill have done so
through
ATM
machines
throughout the

You can
now pay
your tuition
through an

Israel to trade
land for peace
On Wednesday, Isreal voted to pull
back some troops from the disputed
West Bank as part of an extensive
peace agreement with its Arab
neighbours. Under the agreement,
Isreal will hand over 40% of the
West bank to the Palistinian
Authority by January 20, 2000.

tors.
Fditor-in -Chief Sarah Schiefer,
Because of the unique nature of
school bureaucracy, our renovations
were coordinated tlirough Physical
Plant and Planning under the immediate auspices of Carol Dea the univerlsty interior decorator.
After all the plans were carefully
laid a tour of scrutiny was conducted
with Ms. Dea and Lead Architect Rob
Vanderspeck. At this time walls were
marked for demolition and materials
were selected to replace the floor,
paint and furniture.
Some time passed and we were
notified of the expected start date of
the project: sometime at the begininnig of August. Although this date was
considered to be quite late 1 , the planning and anticipation bade us to proceed.
For a while we waited with baited breath for the arrival of the
throngs of tradesmen to transform
our stale office into the FNCC
dynamo it now is.
At the end of July our anxiety was
dissipated some with the arrival of
the demolition man, Brian, and his
hammer of destruction. Hot on his
heels were teams of specialists that

Kellie Sumner
There's nothing new about having to
pay your fall term tuition, but this
year there's an exciting new twist in
how you can pay for it.

Instead of waiting in long lines at
the business office, as in years past,
students can now pay for school via
their bank.
By simply writing a cheque and
including the remittance form in a
deposit envelope, just like you would

MLUKARETYN

country.

If you have any
questions about
this
program,
please
contact
Debohra Dacosta
at
extension
6613.
Although it may
not be an instant
answer to all your
financial
problems, this method
of payment will sure help all students who are already busy enough
preparing for school.

Automated
Bank
Machine.
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Summer news in review
This summer saw a number of
important developments in both
the internal
and
external
Laurier community. We present
them to you in this abridged
form to enlighten the concerned
reader during their hiatus from
the learned mecca.
Laurier purchases Paragon
Park
initially purchased and planned
for
upper
year
students.
Paragon Park, a townhouse
complex behind on Sunview
behind Albert St., was acquired
by the Univeristy and soon
became known as Laurier Plli.cc.
The complex is now being used
to accommodate the burgeoning
first year population replete
with residence Staff et al.
The purchase has angered
many in the community who see
the school as using bully tactics
to
remove them from their
homes. Current residents were
offrered $2500 to leave before
the beginning of the school year.
Approximately 120 Laurier
students are currently living
there and the school expects to
make it an exlcusively Laurier
housing complex by June 2000.
Schlegel Centre turns ceremo-

nial sod
May 28 saw the ceremonial
sod-turning for the Schlegel
Centre
for
Entrepreneurial
Studies.
The Dallas-based
Schlegel family as well as sever-

al university

officials were in

attendance.
Construction is expected to
begin next spring, in conjunction with Library renovations.
The Schlegel Centre is one of
five
"Millenium
planned
Projects" in the works at
Laurier. The others include renovations to the Library, Peters
Building and Athletic Complex
as well as a new i.aurier Care
Centre.
Ontario's Provincial Election
This summer saw a provincial election in Ontario.
The
three major parties' main priorities were:

CHERY

NHW DEMOCRATS:
•Roll back the 30% tax cut
•Increase health care and education funding

The region of Waterloo-North
was
won by
PC Elizabeth

Whitmer.

LIBERALS:
•Increase health care and education funding
•Balance
the
budget
•Cut taxes and
pay down the
debt

Trevor Willis
On June 9, the car WLU student Trevor Willis was the pas-

Questionable material

Ontario's
longest
running
It had
archaclogical projects.
been continuing for 25 years.
Excavation at the site in
Mendonte Township, between
the
Lake
Simcoe
and
Pen atan gu is hi n e
Pen insula,
began in 1975 as part of an
archael o g ie a 1
field
school
by
offered
WLU's anthropology department.
Close to 400
people attended
a series of reunions as the project came to an end.

on the

aroused the disgust of
publisher Richter Web.

cover

PROGRESSIVE
CONSERVATIVES:
•Cut taxes
•Target abuse of the system by
squeegie kids, young offenders,
welfare recipients and teachers
•Balance the budget

senger in was broadsided by a
Willis suffered
dump truck.
massive injuries and died later
in

hospital.

The 22-year old Willis was
finsihing his bachelor's degree
in economics while working a
summer job in marketing. He
was planning a post-university
trip to Australia in September.
Willis, a native of Orleans,
enjoyed baseball and spent several seasons playing for all-star
teams in the Orleans Little
He also reached the
League.
provincial championships in
bowling.
Willis had a large group of
friends and was a very social
His friends describe
person.
him as a great guy that will be
missed.

PFIHOLTE

Sex troubles Guelph student
press
The university of Guelph's
the
campus
newspaper,
Ontarion, had problems this
summer with its sexually explicit content. Their new publisher
said they would no longer print
the material.
material
Questionable
included a lavender dildo on the
cover of an issue which aroused

the

disgust of the publisher,

Hie liter Web.
The Ontarion will continue to

print the material they do
because they do not believe it to
be gratuitous and feci it is their
duty to report what other media
may not want to touch.
Laurier enrollment up
For the second year straight,
WLU has admitted more students
than
for.
planned
According to President Bob
Rosehart, there have been 200
more students admitted than
the planned 1800.
In preperation for the move,
Willison Hall has a new wing
added to it, adding 85 rooms
and Paragon Park was purchased by the school. In an estimated eighteen months, there
will be about 240 spaces available for new Laurier students,
with 100 of those ready now.
Rosehart also stated that the
"general plan is to try to contain
the university's growth for now."

Ball Site dig ends
Laurier's final dig at the ball
site occurred on August 13. The
site is the location of one of

The Cord needs you!
-

,

J

Come to our General Meeting next Friday at

2:30p.m.

and see what we're all about.

CHRISTNE
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Renovations in store for campus library
graduate and graduate students was
undertaken to determine user
requirements and expectations of
the Library and to allow user input
into future directions.
The survey was distributed to
individual classes and in the
Concourse; 812 responses were
received, representing a good crosssection of all faculties and years. The
large number and wide distribution
of the responses lends validity to the
survey results.
To begin with, a numerical analysis has been performed on the
results. The respondents also provided a large number of comments
which adds considerably to the usefulness of the survey. Analysis of the
data has only just begun; the following comments represent initial reactions and interpretations.

LIBRARY USE: It seems significant
that nearly all respondents come to
the Library in person mainly to do
research and secondly to study. RECOMMENDATION: While this does not
negate the need for remote electronic access to library resources, it does
indicate the continuing need to provide good on-site facilities, materials
and services.
HOURS: Weekday library hours
were generally considered adequate; however, a considerable number of respondents indicated a preference for longer weekend hours.
Nearly all respondents felt safe in the
Library, but female respondents felt
less so during late evening hours.
RECOMMENDATION: The library
should be re-opened on Saturday
mornings.
BUILDING: The library building
fared poorly in the survey. Statistical
analysis.pointed out problems with
temperature, air circulation, lighting,
seating and group study areas. The
many comments received painted
and even clearer picture of dissatisfaction. "Dank, dark, ugly, uncomfortable." "Very dusty, I have a
sneeze attack every time I come in."
"The elevators ctre a death trap."
"Dust and air circulation make it a
poor environment to be in." RECOMMENDATION: These concerns
should be taken into consideration
when planning renovations.

Note: Plans for a comprehensive renovation of the library building are
well advanced. A request for funding
Ls with the provincial government,
and plans for a fundraising campaign are in place. In particular, renovated space to provide for more effiworkflow,
cient
technological
upgrading to allow for the use of laptop computers, improved facilities
for graduate students, and generally
more inviting public spaces, are
planned.
In the coming months, a task

Very dusty, I
have a
sneeze attack
every time I
come in the
library.
force of library staff will be at work
providing information supplementary to that already amassed, for
submission to the architect when
one has been appointed. The Library
welcomes input from users.
SPECIAL NEEDS SERVICES: While
only a small number ofrespondents
expressed concern about provisions
for the disabled, it should be determined whether or not these concerns represent the experience of
the disabled students themselves.
RECOMMENDATION: Further investigation into special needs sendees in
the library.

)

STAFF: Most respondents found all
service desks consistently stilled and
the service offered adequate to their
needs.
RECOMMENDATION:
Regular re-evaluation of service
points throughout the library and
continued stall'training and development is recommended.
COLLECTION: There were a number
of specific requests for more new
books
and
music
materials.
Respondents also indicated a need
for more journal titles. RECOMMENDATION: This shows the continued

need to acquire materials in print
and other physical formats. The
library should encourage students
to suggest specific materials for purchase; many respondents indicated
that they would like a suggestion box
to communicate with library staff.
ELECTRONIC FORMATS AND DOCUMENT DELIVERY: While we have a
growing number of electronic fulltext materials, the majority of
respondents were unaware of this
material. Afso, document delivery,
either within the TUG libraries or as
Lnterlibrary loan was not wellknown or used. RECOMMENDATION: An increased profile for electronic access to materials and all
types of document delivery is recommended.
PHOTOCOPIERS: A good deal of dissatisfaction and frustration was
expressed about the photocopiers.
RECOMMENDATION: Since many
library materials cannot be removed
from the building, photocopying is an
essential service that warrants
increased attention and resources.

'

In March 1999, a survey of under-

NOTE: Photocopiers in the Library
are not administered by the library,
but rather are under the auspices of
the Universityis Printing Services
department. In recent months the
University has made arrangements

for the Xerox corporation to manage
this service for the campus. Library
staff will pass relevant comments to
the Printing Services department.
TRELLIS: A large number of' respondents believe that they are effective
users of library resources. Many
respondents indicated that they have
not taken part in scheduled Library
tours and tutorials. During the past
year, many tutorials were offered
within the context of specific courses
and students may not have recog-

A task force
of Library
staff will be
at work
taking ideas
for the
architect.
nized this specifically as library
instruction but simply as a part of
their academic course.
The fact that many respondents
chose not to answer the question
about searching TRELLIS is disturbing. In many cases, it is not clear

what students do when they are
unable to locate materials using
TRELLIS.
RECOMMENDATION:
More research on the usability of'
TREIJJS is needed.
1

Note: During the academic year
1999/20(X), a minimum of two pilot
projects in Information literacy will
be offered. The programme is
intended to develop a combination of
skills in the areas of research and
critical analysis. Using information
gained from the pilot projects, tin
intention is that a comprehensive
programme be developed to ensure
that everyone graduating at the
Bacheloris level is properly equipped
with research skills.
1

SIGNAGE: Many respondents prefer
to learn about the library from signage in the building. RECOMMENDA'IiON: This emphasizes the need
to review regularly library signs for
accuracy and clarity.
EOLLOW-UP
Over the summer months, the
library will follow-up on various initiatives that the survey suggests. In
September, a report of the survey
results will be made available to the
campus.
A faculty and staff survey are
planned for the coming academic
year.
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and the kids are back to school.
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cool this season, don't miss our
fashion shows!
Added Bonus
On Saturday, Sept. 11th from
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New Dean of Music Student Publications
is opening up
hiring again!
We Need:

Keystone Editor
Keystone Staff
Webmasters
A News Editor
Production Assistants
A Copy Editor
A Production Manager
Applications available in The (lord office on the
third floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre.
-

-

-

-

Dan

PFIHOLTE

Rolling

The Faculty of Music's 25th year has been a
very pivotal one in many respects, but perhaps
the most significant change in the faculty has
been the hiring of Dr. Charles Morrison as
Dean. The general feeling among the students
is one of satisfaction.
'The hiring committee chose the right guy,"
says Rob Perrault, a 7th year trumpet player.
"Dr. Monison has some great ideas and is
familiar enough with the faculty to know what
works and what doesn't."
Dr. Morrison, 45, has taught theory at
W.L.U. for 12 years now and just last year took
on the challenging role of undergrad co-ordinator.

He has degrees from the University of
Manitoba and University of British Columbia,
has presented papers on ligeti, Bartok, and
Schoenberg, and collaborated with the worldrenowned Penderecki String Quartet in 199697.
He assumed the position of Dean on July Ist
of this year.
Dr. Morrison has been widely accepted by
Laurier music students as a gifted teacher and
mentor. "He helped us out by showing us how
to apply our knowledge," says Perrault.
The entire Faculty of Music is anxious and
excited to see how Dr. Morrison's skills translate
to his new role.
Dr. Morrison replaces Dr. Anne C. Hall, who
has worked at W.L.U. for 23 years.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
WATCH FOR:

*weekly specials
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VISITING AUTHORS
PIGSKIN PAYOFF
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sidewalk sales

DRAWS FOR FREE STUFF
SPECIAL EVENTS
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TEXTBOOKS, PAPERBACKS, MAGAZINES, SCISSORS, PENS,
PENCILS, GREETING CARDS, PAPER, REPORT COVERS,
L.ABELS, DICTIONARIES, FASTENERS, ELASTICS, AND
MUCH, MUCH MORE
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minute walkfrom Laurier!
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BOOKSTORE
519-884-0710

ext.

747-9888

3237

160 University Avenue West

T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HOSPITAL PANT, TEAR-AWAYS, MUGS,
GLASSWARE, BACKPACKS, DECALS, FACE PAINT, KEY TAGS,
PENNANTS, ID HOLDERS, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
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Ben once made a joke about
how I like the sweet dough.
Patricia Ixmcia

Editorial Board
Editor-In-Chicf Sarah Scheeff.r
Opinion Editor Asao Kjyani
News Editors Krishna Spf.nce
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Entertainment Editors Danituf Fifidfr
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Sports Editors

Mate Cade
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Arts Page Editor Ross Biillf.n
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Cord Staff
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President

James Muir

VP: Finance Anthony Del Col
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Sue Portelance Nathan Li idwig
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While you have been away this summer
your Students' Union Board of Directors
has made decisions that have both
shocked and appalled me.
Over the course of two ridiculously
lengthy meetings, topics ranging from the
sale of cigarettes in the Centre Spot to the
approval of Rthan Mark ham as a full-voting member of the Board were discussed.
1 honestly cannot say 1 agreed with
either of the Board's decisions on these
matters, or perhaps more accurately, their
decisions regarding both topics forced me
to put into question the motives of the
Board overall.
'lb begin with, the Issue of the sale of
cigarettes in the Centre Spot. Firstly, it is
blatantly written in University policy there
shall be no sale of cigarettes on campus.
The Board then passes a motion to ask the
University for exemption from this policy. 1
would ask why
It was brought up the Students' Union
makes a profit of approximately $13,(XX)
per year on the sale of cigarettes, virtually
pocket change to an organization as large
as this one.
It was argued by Board members such
as Rina Clarke that she would like to see
this profit stay within the Students' Union
rather than offer it to their off-campus
competitors such as Forwell's.
How is it that an organization which
supports a group like the Health and
Fitness Committee can overlook the health
factor in place of a few dollars?
A suggestion by Jason Quehl followed
that the Union might look into donating all
proceeds from the sale of cigarettes to the
|Heart and liver Foundation, thereby satisfying those students who do indeed want
to purchase cigarettes but also in some
Ismail way looking out for their health and
welfare.

Osborne

Contributors
Geoffrey Li, Laura Campbell, Kellie Sumner, long-winded
library people who saved us by taking up so much
damn space, Dan Rollings, Jim Sturkin, Kevin Ramzi
Nasir, Jordan Furness, a thousand and one computer
crashes, the courier who waited so patiently, my mind
for not becoming to unravelled, Please let next week be
a little less stressful.
LETTERS POLICY:
All letters must lx- signed and submitted with the author's name, student
identificatkin ntimlx-r. and telephone numlxT.
All letters will lx' printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed
withe mi the autlx ir's name with pennission from the F.IC.
The Cord comes out on Wednesdays. Letters must I x received by Tuesday
at 12:3(1, on disk, or via e-mail at 22corcl@machl.wlu.ea.
Letters must lx' typed or easily legible, double spaced and cannot exceed
35( I w< irds.
The Cord reserves the right t« > edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will lie
C( irrected.
The Coal reserves the right to reject any letter; in whole or in part, that is in
violation of existing Cord policies.
The Cord will not prim anything that is racist, sexist, or homophobic in nature,
as deemed by the stall'as a voting Ixidy. The Cord will not print anything in
violation of its Code of Ethics, outlined in Tile Cord Constitution Cord sulv
senption rates are S2().(KI per tcmi for addresses within Canada. The Cord is
printed by Hamilton Web Printing. All commentary is stnctiy the opinion ot
the writer and does not necessarily reflect that of tl ic Cord staff, the editorial
Ixiaal. or WLI) Student I'ublicatk>ns.
•
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It seemed as
though the
OMT thought
themselves

above the
Board.
sions which fundamentally contradict
what the students have voiced is appalling.
'I'here Is no doubt in anyone's mind
Ethan Markham will do his best to be a
great board member, lie would be a fool
not to alter all the publicity this whole situation has attracted.
However, I must convey some sense of
dismay in his argument to the Hoard at
why they should make him a full-voting
member. In this argument, he stated he
would not have the time nor the energy to
run in the by-election. How then does he
expect to have the time or the; energy to
pull his weight on the Board?

I was further dismayed at the actions of
the OMT at the last Board Meeting in
which they presented each Board member;
with a formulated response over the argu-'
mcnt of making Ethan Markham a fullvoting member.
The air surrounding the actions of the
OMT made it seem as though the OMT;
thought themselves above the Board,;
thereby wrongly influencing each member's decision.
Furthermore, the request by one member to have a private 1 vote on the matter
was overturned in favour of a roll call vole
in which each member stood to give their!
vote on the issue. Certainly this also didi
nothing for the immeasurable pressure!
the Board members felt while making)
their decision.
There is no question that many of the
members on this Board have felt frustra-j
tion at some point dining these deliberations and it is impossible for this frustration
to not have an adverse effect on the finalj
decision.
There aiso seems to be an overwhelm-;
ing sense the Board members are worried |
they will lose friends if they vote agaiastj
what is seemingly the majority. Many even
start each of their points with, "I probably
won't make many friends by saying this..."
This is wrong.
I hope the Board has learned from this
experience. One mistake doesn't just end
up being one mistake, but a chain of
wrongs which unless severed and corrected will strangle the Board.

Sarah Soiiiiu!
Fimtok-in-Chift
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect those of The Cord Staff, the editorial board, or WLUSP.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Happy,

More
Less Grumpy!
Hi!

I'm one of those couple thousand frosh
who received the frosh mailer issue of the
Cord. When 1 opened the envelope and
saw the front page of the (lord, 1 was looking forward to reading it and finding out
more about the university. By the time 1 got
to the end of the issue, 1 was very disappointed.
1 enjoyed the front page articles written
by the Orientation Week team they were
happy and upbeat. Unfortunately, 1 did not
find that the rest of the paper followed the
same attitude.
Wliile 1 do appreciate the problems at
the university being pointed out before I
get there, 1 feel that the problems were
over-emphasized. I read several articles
making the same point, that there are too
many frosh students, that we will be facing
problems, and that we should speak up
about it. I did not need to read this more
than once.
The article "101 Things to Remember
for First Year" seemed to have potential,
and there were some definite funny points,
but there were also a few definite downers. 1 also feel that while socializing is a
major part of university and while it often
happens in bars, that a great amount of
-

Jin

Unfortunately, it seemed this seemingly
viable suggestion was immediately scoffed
at by the entire Board and put down by the
OMT.
This Issue however, was clouded by
one much more significant to you as students. Whether the Union keeps that
$13,000 from cigarette sales will hardly
affect any of us.
Conversely, the newfound belief the
Board of Directors possesses which puts
them outside or above the Student Body
and thereby allows them to make deci-

this article focussed on that.
The articles about extracurricular
opportunities, Shinerama, and the article
"More Things to Know" by KrLstina Spence
were great, but i felt that the other flaws
outweighed these.
You mention that perhaps working in
the media can make a person pessimistic.
1 feel that in this issue of the Cord it certainly has, and has made mv opinion ofthe
issue not a positive one.
Please understand 1 did not hate [sic]
the Cord, these are merely a few suggestions for next year's issue. At this point of
the summer, the anxieties about going
away are beginning to mount and us 2200
frosh could use a little more encouragement mixed in there with the warnings.
Thanks for your time! 1 still look forward to each weekly issue of the Cord and
arriving at Laurier come September.
Laura Campbell
...down on the farm
Editor: This letter was received on July 27.

Grumpy

O-Week

Gus

I'm quite, concerned with the way serious
issues are being avoided during 0-Week to
give the illusion that everything Ls line.
The other day, 1 met some first year

students who told me they lived oil" campas. When I asked them why, they told me
that WLU had no space for them in residence and didn't help them find a place to
live either. They had to look at various
housing postings even after being guaranteed residence by the university. 1
explained that they were victims of YVLU's
latest admittance screw-up. The students
had no idea there were too many people
admitted this year and were very upset the
school didn't help them find a place to live.
1 told them to ensure that they raised their
voices about their situation.
progressed I
As the conversation
noticed a group of people, nicely decorated
in colourful O-Week shirts, intently listening to every word I was saying and basicallv telling me not to badmouth the school
without actually saying a word. After realizing what was going on, 1 pointed these
people out to the two new students. I told
them that no one involved in 0-Week
would tell them this kind of tiling because
they'd like to keep the illusion that nothing
is wrong here at Laurier.
People involved in O-Week seem to
want to live in their happy little world
where nothing ever goes wrong. I disagree with this kind of attitude because 1
think the last thing that people who just got
screwed over by the school want to do is
jump around screaming chants about
1 iturier's greatness.
Maneesh Sehdev

Opinion

Thursday, September 9, 1999

The Cord Weekly

Lend Me Your Ear

Summer of
Sensation

impossible to argue that an individual's gender wall in any way influence their ability to be a professor,
and hence the decision to accept
applications from only females Ls

W. A. Ferris

indefensible.

As another school year begins, now
would be an appropriate time to look
back at a couple of the more "interesting" decisions made here at
Laurier over the past few months.
The first deals with an advertisement placed with respect to the hiring of a new professor in the psychology department. The ad specifically stated that only applicatioas
from females would be accepted.
As may be expected, the ad has
generated a significant amount of
publicity, mostly negative, which has
cast our university in a decidedly
poor light. Of course, there have
been those who have come to the
defence of this inane action, stating
that such "targeted hiring" is
required to rectify decades of discrimination. However, think of the
reaction that would have justifiably
resulted if the ad had asked for only
applications from males. Everyone
would be screaming "discrimination!" So why isn't this ad discriminatory as well?
The only considerations that
should be applied are those that
directly bear on an individual's ability to perform the job to which they
are being hired. In this case, it is

It boggles the mind to think that
the administration would so obviously leave itself open to attack like

Effectively,
the Board
took away
your control
over your

Students'
Union.
tills. It leads one to wonder what on
earth could have compelled the
administration to use such a drastic
measure as publicly requesting that
only females apply. Are there certain skeletons in the administration's
closet that they hoped would remain
hidden through such a measure?
The second decision came from
the Board of Directors of your
Students' Union.

Normally, each Director is directly elected by all of the undergraduate students. However, the current
Board decided to forgo such formalities when it appointed Ethan
Markham as a full voting member of
the Board, despite the fact that he
did not win such a position in last
February's election.
Admittedly, the situation surrounding Ethan Markham's position
on the Board was unfortunately
unclear due to a delayed recount,
but that Is no excuse. Indeed, it
would have been hard for the Board
to uphold the election results and
insist that (Than not be given voting
rights. As hard as such a decision
would have been, though, it would
also have been the right decision.
lastead, the Board took the easy way
out. They effectively chose "warm
fuzzies" over ideals like democracy,
and expediency over principle.
The precedent this action sets is
disastrous. In the course of making
their decision, the Board conveniently overrode the provision contained
in the by-laws that requires any
newly-created Director position to
be filled through a by-election.
Effectively, the Board took away
your control over your Students'
Union. If democracy can be violated
once, it can be violated again.
In the end, there Is no such thing
as a partial democracy. Either an
organization is democratic or it is not
and this Board of Directors has
apparently made its decision.

OPINION OF THE WEEK
"Frosh Week kinda' reminds me of that funky Nuremberg rally."
Asad Kiyani, Opinion Editor.
-

The opinions expressed

in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect those of The Cord Staff, the editorial board, or WLUSP.
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More Letters
to the Editor
Why A pathy Sucks
Wilfrid Ixiurier University students,
and Canadian students in general,
have accurately developed a reputation of apathy and inaction. We seem
unorganised and sincerely disinterested in selfish matters such as
tuition increases, let alone any idealistic vision of being society's consience. There is much for us to learn
from the students in Beijing.
Geopolitics aside, I'll cite an example from Laurier's backyard: At the
end ofthe last academic year the university began an expansion of the
Willison Hall residence. The only
problem was that there were still students living there, ttying to be students.
"I am disappointed and feel
betrayed by the university," savs now
second-year Business student Rich
Cromie, who was a resident at
Willison at the time. "They [the university) broke their guarantee to
quiet houi-s. Cutting cinder blocks at
around six in the morning is not conducive to a learning environment in

residence."
In a feeble attempt to compensate

the student residents for the disturbances, the university evidently furnished them with yearbooks and a
dinner (at which there was evidently
insufficient quantities of food).
Regardless,"it's not an issue of
monetary compensation," protests
sympathetic fourth year student
Dana Eichler. "It's a question of
respect for your first year students."

In short (and in the vernacular),
students got shafted. And my point is
this: we have learned nothing. I predict that haurier students, and
Canadian students in general, will
continue to be apathetic and ineffectual even on Issues that directly affect
them. In North America today, a culture of self-interested money-worship reigns supreme. It is simply not
worth any students while to lobby for
a cause, not to their benefit, but to the
benefit of students that follow them.
I predict more Willison Hall-like
fiascos. I predict more apathy. I predict more letters to editors predicting
apathy. Apathy sucks because it Ls
self-perptuating.
Bitter young man,
Kevin Ramzi Nasir

I Wanna
Rock With
WLU
Welcome back everyone! Woo
100
WLU is back in full affect (sic)! I
I
can't wait to break my Frosh 2 CI) out
of its packaging and blare it out my
widows (sic) to the shock, dismay and
dissapointment of my elderly nieghbours. I cannot wait until the first
Sunday morning when I am too hungover to go to braekfast (sic) with my
vLsting (sic) parents.
School is what you make it. So
make the most of it.
Go Golden Hawkes (sic)!
Jim Sturkin

A.C SNIFF MY UNDERWEAR; THE TRAGICALLY HIP ARE TRAGICALLY STUI'M PROUD OF IT; A&W TASTES GOOD YOU IGNORANT FREAKS; ICEBREAKERS ARE

CAFETERIA FOOD SUCKS; MY PSYCH PROF TALKS TOO MUCH; THE GUYS IN THE

I WALK ON THE HAWK AND
BAD; ROSEHART IS CUTE; LEUPOLD-WE'RE NOT THE QUIET RES! SIGMA CHI RUNS THE WORLD; MY LANDLORD EATS POSSUM; BIZ KNOBS ARE FUN TO
SCREW WITH; BEN HARRIS SUCKS; Q-WEEK AND NUREMBERG RALLY: SIMILAR? FOOT PATROL HAS EXPIRED CONDOMS; SECURITY IS MEAN; BACCHUS
STOLE MY BOOZE; THE CORD IS DUMB; SHORT PEOPLE ARE SHORT; TREES IN THE SCIENCE BUILDING-WHATS UP WITH THAT? DRUNKEN JOCKS:
PID; LAURIER IS NOT A HIGH SCHOOL;

DUMB; LUKE EATS FRIED PIZZA; THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE WORM; IF A TREE FALLS IN A FOREST WHEN NO ONE IS AROUND WILL IT STILL LAND ON
ANDREW WHITE? CRACK IS GOOD; MY PLUMBER SMOKES HASH; SEX ONCE A WEEK MAKES YOUR BRAIN WORK BETTER; LUXY BABY LIKES IT MONKEY

I

CAN'T BELIEVE I'M WRITING SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW FOR THIS; I WON'T-TLL JUST REARRANGE THE OLD STUFF-SUCKERS! ITHE TRAGICALLY HIP ARE
TRAGICALLY STUPID; DRUNKEN JOCKS: DUMB; REFORM ARE IGNORANT, HAMPTON CAN'T SMILE, MIKE HARRIS IS A JACKASS;THE GUYS IN THE A.C. SNIFF MY
UNDER WEAR ;GO HAWKS GO; I LIKE BOYBANDS; JAMES: STUPID BALD HEAD; WHY MY ROOMMATE IS A BIG FAT BITCH; DIE QUEEN; YOU ARE DUMB; FASHION SHOW GOOD; THE CORD IS DUMB; CHARITY BALL EMBEZZLES MILLIONS; HOW DO YOU PRONOUNCE 'EULER'? TREES IN THE SCIENCE BUILDING—WHATS
DRUGS ARE GOOD; IF YOU ACTUALLY STOP TO READ THIS, YOU NEED MORE HELP THAN ME, THE GUY WHO'S WRITING IT ALL; BORIS
TITEARS IS WATCHING; TERRY ARGES IS THE PERFECT MAN;IN CASE YOU DIDN'T NOTICE, THIS IS THE SAME THING ALL OVER; O-WEEK AND NUREMBERG
RALLY: SIMILAR? ALCOHOLISM IS CHILD ABUSE, EH? WANT TO RULE THE WORLD; DR. STREETER, APOLOGIZE; I'M A FOURTH YEAR BUSINESS STUDENT;
UP WITH

THAT?

I
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International

East Timor in crisis
Luxmen Aloysius
Obscured in the South Pacific, located 650 kilometers northwest from
Darwin Australia, and grabbing the
attention of the international community lies the Island of Timor. The
former Portuguese colony, which
had been part of
Indonesia
since
1975, is currently
experiencing political, and social
anarchy.
On August 30th
of tills year Hast
Timor held a referendum, monitored
the
United
by
Nations, to determine the future of
the island.
The
world watched, as
rebel leaders, who
opposed East Timor as an independent state, came into physical and
political conflict with those who
dreamed of an independent East
Timor.
The conflict resulted in
bloodshed, as citizens armed with
sticks, fists and guns, met with Rebel
bullets and bombs.

To appease the threatening situation in East Timor, prior to the referendum, President B.J. Uabibe
stunned many observers by stating
that Hast Timor was free to leave
Indonesia if it wanted. Yet, many in
the international community question the President's exhibition of a

to form an independent nation.
Hollowing the referendum, rebel
leaders manifested their anger by
looting and pillaging Timor's capital
of Dili. A Christian Brother only
identified as Pat told an Australian
Radio Show that, "Houses will be
burned, buildings will be destroyed
the plan seems to
wreck die city, so
that what Is left is
not worth talking
about...lf
Hast
Timor Is to be independent it will
have nothing."
To reduce the
internal conflict
Timor,
within
President
B.J.
Habibe declared
martial law, giving the Indonesia
whatever action
to
necessary
bring East Timor to
peace. However, after martial law
was sanctioned, many witnesses
surfaced to the media stating that
the army, who were to reduce the
violence in East Timor, was contributing to the conflict by attacking
and forcing thousands of citizens to
-
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peaceful discord between East
Timor and Indonesia, after East
Timor's 24 year struggle for a independent nation.
Despite the rebel leader's attempt
to force the referendum 78.5% of
the population rejected autonomy
within Indonesia, and instead voted
,

flee East Timor. The. head of the
United Nation's mission in East
Timor said that many citizens were
being forced against their will to
West Timor.
To also appease the situation,
President B.J. Uabibe released Jose
Alexander (Xanana) Gusamoa from
who
captivity,
some have held as
the future leader
of the East Timor,
the
following
announcement of
the referendum.
Gusamoa upon
release felt that
the
President's
actions
were
empty, since he
was taking no significant action for
a smoother transition for an indeEither the
pendent East Timor,
Indonesian government does not
have the capacity to control the situation or it doesn't want to have the
capacity."
International reaction to the trouble have been mixed. Many cannot
distinguish between the failure of
"

Indonesia's President to take sufficient action, or the failure of the
Indonesian to heed the words of its
President and allow the independence of East Timor. Many also feel
uncomfortable in aiding a nation
that has not asked for formal help.
On September 6th of this year,
Kofi Annan, the
UN
sec,rotarygeneral gave the
Indonesian government 48 hours
to reduce the violence in Hast
Timor. After the
48 '
hours it is expected that the UN
will try to convinoe Indonesia
of international
to
FILE action
appease the situation.
The UN estimates that since the
referendum 150 000 to 200 000
refugees are inside East Timor, and
that 40 000 have been forced into
West Timor.

PHOT

The revolution will be televised
Tim Durkin
Less than six months after the people of
Nanuvut, Canada's newest,
largely Aborigional Territory, settled the largest land claim of all
time, Canada's Aborigional people now have a window into this
world.
The launch of the Aborigional
Peoples Television Network provides a forum for a people who
have long had perceptions
heaped upon them. It Is commonly accepted that in TV-land
roles for ethnic characters are
lew and rarely respectable. One
need not look further than Law
and Order or NYPD Blue to see
racial profiling of characters.
With the establishment of an
Aborigional network self-genertaed and promoted images can
be fostered. "For the first time,
our community can start to be
creatvie,"
Brenda
says
Chambers, an independant telvision producer. "Before you had to
fit into someone elses agenda."
With natives at the helm if their
own programming they are free
to produce shos that reflect their
true selves rather than Tonto-like
misconseptions. Tagalik says
these depictions exacerbated feeliongs ofalienation in aborigional
communities already suffering
form social problems. "It was
cowboys and Indians. The
Natives were always villians.
They were criminals waiting to
ambush people. Our kids are not
made to feel pride in their culture."
No doubt the Black Entertainment
Television network was asource of inspiration
for this development. Producers of Birr have
long strived to overcome Sambo/Mammy roles
for their characters. Both stations have the

freedom to present their groups as they see
themselves. This is especially true and poineent for Canada's Native people, as they have

are trying ever harder to unify their vices this
network is very important. The notion of a unified 'Native Peoples' is of course a misnomer.

we refer to an extremly loose coallation ofpeople. Native People in Canada have had to overcome this in order to achieve universal rights.
Despite a unified front their is
infighting and misunderstading. Hopefully the network can
help all of us overcome some of
these misconceptions.
Of course the network is
not all owrk and no play. In a
rich tradition there are as
many ways to tell a story as
there are stories. In its first year
the channel will air previously
produced Canadian aborigional drama, children's shows and
current affirs programmiing,
along with programs from
indigenous peoples around the

world.
The cost of the Network, for
your viewing pleasure is cheap
compared to some other networks. APTN will cost subscribers 15 cents a month. The
network will also subsidize
areas of less than 2,000 residents at 7.5 cents.
the network is also steadfastly dedicated to promoting
its culture. We won't shy away
from hunting seal or caribou,"
Officer
Cheif Operating
Abraham Tagalik. We'll do a
program about a boy who goes
seal hunting and comes home
and shares the meat with his
family and then uses the skin
for clothing."
There is much hype beign
made about the coming netFILE work, which is set to be up
the end of September. Natives
by
and running
are rightfully proud and mainstream producers ought to be rightfully wary of the viewers
they may lose, now that there is choice there
lvi
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tradtionally been masterfull story tellers.
"We come from an oral storytelling tradition," says Marty Ballentyne. "Until 100 years
ago, that was our source of information, stories
told around the tire or at meeting places."
Certainly in a time when Native Canadians

Despite the fact that their are many Nations
under this umbrella term many, especially
Westerners have thought of Canada's 1.2 million Native peoples as one people. One would
not think this of people from Europe, or the
Eastern Block; we are concious of the fact that

may also be change.
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East and West
Asad Kiyani

concentration of

Westernization.

Cell-phones abound, cinemas
a
rarity elsewhere flourish, and bars
and discos arc the hotspots of the
town.
While seemingly innocuous, the
lifestyle described Is not one that is
anywhere near uniformly applied.
Throughout Bahrain and the Middle
Hast, expatriates from teh Indian
suc-continent work in large numbers. To get to the best clubs in
Bahrain, one Is forced to drive
through an Indian theater district
where one sees hundreds of poor
laborers. These laborers have nothing else to do other than pay regular
visits to the cinema to watch the
same movie three or four limes.
While they make a decent wage,
they send much of their inony to
their extended families in their home
countries, leaving them with an
inability to fit into the increasingly
Westernized society
expensive
which provides the only hope of a
way to escape the Work-Eat-Sleep
cycle that will probably come to
dominate the rest of their lives.
Perhaps the worst enemy of traditional culture is the rise of English
as a global language. For even if an
Indian Is among the richest people in
the city, his lack of language skills
condemns him to the life of an outsider. Similarly, a capable and dedicated laborer has no chance of moving up in his work position without
knowing English, even if he speaks
local dialects fluently.
The convergence of East with
West in the Middle East, especially in
the wake of the Gulf War, has created an increasing desire and dependence for Western ideas that serve
more to corrupt rather than benefit
those who receive them. The potential for cultural dissolution is a dangerous and real one.
-

On a recent trip to the Middle East, I
was struck bv the pei-vasiveness of
contemporary Western culture.
This invasion looks to threaten
the veiy existence of traditional cultures and the survival of ancient rituals.
In Saudia Arabia, giant malls are
popping up like mushrooms in Keith
Richards' basement. They contain
internationally-known
designer
names such as Donna Karan, Calvin
Klein, Giorgio Armani, Ralph
Lauren, Liz Claiborne, Gucci, Chanel
and a host of others. Never mind the
international department stores
from J.C. Penneys to Sears to Marks
and Spencer's and small label outlets for Hilfiger, the Gap and FUBU.
Not to mention the three-story
McDonald's with a parking lot larger
than the Athletic Complex.
The sad part is, it Isn't really culture but commercialism that Is taking over. Western art doesn't sell, nor
does a non-Top 40 musician. What
sells Is what is cool find that is determined by satellite television, trips
abroad and the buying habits of
expatriates.
Blind consumerism is beginning
to take root in the Middle East, and
Saudi Arabia is only one of the victims. While it seems fairly permissive, its strict adherence to Islamic
law make it less exposed to any foreign elements.
Its island neighbour Bahrain,
however, is far worse in its
Westernization. A former British
colony and the base for British oil
exploration in the early part of the
century, Bahrain allows alcohol
inside its borders. Add that to a high
concentration of diplomats and its
proximity to the dry Saudis, and this
incredibly tiny country has a terrific
-

-

-
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Strangers in your room
Yvonne Farah
There Ls nothing more sobering
than waking up on the second day of
frosh week in your new residence
and remembering that the person in
the bed on the other side of the room
Ls someone that you have known for
less than 24 hours. It Ls overwhelming to think that within the next eight
months you will be an expert on both
the positive and negative habits of
this person who is currently a
stranger. The scarier part is you are
just as much of a stranger to them as
they are to you and sooner than
later you will get to know each other.
One of the best experiences you
will have as first year student is the
opportunity to live with a roommate.
If you are living in residence or even
ofl'-campus you most likely have at
least one roommate. Chances are
you did not know your roommate
prior to moving in together. That is
perfectly alright though, because living in residence is all about meeting
new people and building new relationships.
In the first few days of moving in,
the two of may want to sit down
and discuss a few basic things such
as cleaning, guests and personal
habits. These are the issues that if
are not cleared up in the beginning
may lead to the most difficulties
down the road. Communication is a
very important asset in any relationship so always remember to sit
down and discuss things that are on
your mind.
Like everytliing else, everyone
has their own opinion of what a
clean room should look like. You
may believe a perfectly made bed

and clothes hung by colour in your
closct is the only way a room can be
truly clean, while your roommate,
on the other hand, may believe that
as long as there is more clothes on
the bed than on the floor the room
Ls tidy. However, as mature adults
you should be able to reach a mutually agreeable decision about how
the room should be kept.
Another major Issue faced by
roommates Ls that of guests, especially overnight guests. If one of you
or both of you have a boyfriend/girlfriend you will want them to visit you
during the year, right? You will want
to spend time alone in your room
therefore your roommate will want
to vacate the area for the night. It Ls
important to discuss these sorts of
plans before the guest arrives. It Ls
not the best idea to wait live minutes before your guest arrives and
casually mention that your roommate should find somewhere else to
spend the night. It is very important
to remember in the case of guests
both occupants of the room should
be comfortable with the presence of
that guest. If one of you Ls not okay
with that person in your room convey those feelings in a calm manner
to your roommate.
Your daily habits are the norm to
you are new to your roommate so be
patient with them. Habits such as
studying, drinking, smoking and
phone use are very crucial topics to
discuss in the near future. Having
two people study at the same time in
the same close quarters may pose
difficulties so you may want to find
alternatives such as the library or
study rooms in the residence. In the
case of drinking, in particular alco-

MLUAKRTEYN
holic beverages, you should be
aware your roommate may not be
inclined to participate in such practices as often or not at all. You should
respect that and find an acceptable
compromise for both of you. If one of
you is a smoker and the other is not
you should definitely discuss on day
one whether or not there will be
smoking in the room or not. Just
keep in mind both of you have to
breath the same air. The telephone,

your lifeline to the outside world.
There is one of them and two or
more of you. This could lead to problems or it might not if you discuss
exactly how things will work in
regards to telephone use. Discuss
who picks up messages when or
how much time each person will
need for a call and of course, if you
have it, to always pick up call waiting. Establish a daily routine for all
of these matters and stick to it and

you should not have that many problems, hopefuEy.
Respect and open-mindedness
are two principles that are not only
important in life in general, but in
residence life in particular. If you
keep in mind what it is like in the
other persons position and that they
are going through exact same thing.
So stay happy, positive and calm
about this new and exciting experience in your life.

Student films at Laurier
Anthony

Del Col

This is the first in a series of biweekly columns
covering the filming of The Nature of Reality,
an independent film being filmed on campus. It
will be submitted by the creators, actors and
crew of the film and detail the ins and outs of
creating a feature length film on the laurier
campus.
The Blair Witch Project, love it or hate it, was a
phenomena] filmmaking success. It was created on a very miniscule budget using borrowed
equipment, and not only has grossed over
$130 million in North America, but also
become a cultural phenomenon (just witness
the many spools of its trailer).
Following in the independent spirit of The
Blair Witch Project is The Nature of Reality, a
feature length independent film being shot
here at Laurier this upcoming year. It will be a
project written, directed, produced and starring the artistic talents of students and faculty

March of 2(X)0 in the Theatre Auditorium.
After this, the creators will be taking the film
into the Waterloo community, and finally to
film festivals across the country, such as the
Toronto International Film Festival and the
Montreal World Film Festival.
"It's a very exciting time for independent
cinema," cites Baker. "New technology Ls making it cheaper and easier for amateurs to make
their films. And these films are of very high

magic."
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of'WLU.
"We are aiming to create a showcase of
Laurier talent," states Chris Bilker, casting
director for The Nature of Reality.
This showcase will take the form of a feature length film (approximately 90 minutes)
and filmed on digital video. This is a new format and will be used by George Lucas for the
shooting of the next two Star Wars installments.
Shooting will take place on campus over the
fall months with a world premiere slated for

not required. We are looking for people that
are interested in film and that want to be a part
of a major project like this," says Baker. "It is
also our goal to get as many people into the film
as possible, even if it is something as small as
being an extra in the background of a scene."
The exact times and locations of the information sessions and. auditions were not ready
at press time, but will be advertised throughout
the school as well as on the web site.
As Baker is excited to point out, "Despite
the fact that the hype ruined The Blair Witch
Project for many people, it is still an iaspiration;
that two young filmmakers cobbled together
this low-budget film and ended up taking
Hollywood by storm. We hope to repeat this

upon completion, and preview some of the
musical score. The web site will be up and
running for Monday September 13th, the first
day of classes.
In conjunction with the film will be the
release of a soundtrack featuring the musical
score and songs from the soundtrack. Music
students from the Faculty of Music will compose the musical score, and songs will come
from the Musicians' Network and local musi-

quality."
Following the successful integration of web
sites by the films The Matrix and The Blair
Witch Project, the creators of The Nature of
Reality will be using their web site as a communication tool with the students of Laurier.
Found at www.natureofreality.com, the web
site will contain updates on the project, shooting schedules so that interested parties can
come out to film shoots, host the movie trailer

cians'such as Matt Osborne and Craig Cardiff.
The recruitment of talent and help is now
underway for the creators. As Baker notes,
both on-screen talent as well as interested
behind-the-scenes help will be crucial to the
film's success. An open Casting Call will take
place from Thursday, September 16th
Sunday September 19th. Also, an Information
Session for all interested volunteers will be held
during the same week. "Previous experience is
-

COURTESY

Hoping for a cast and crew of thousands,
the creators hope to get as many students and
staff of Laurier involved. Here is the contact
information:
Anthony Del Col, Producer
(519) 884-1970 ext. 3559
n atureofreali ty@wlu. ca
www. natureofreality. com
There will be an open casting call
19th for large and small
September 16th
roles. Details will follow. There will also be an
information session during that same period of
time for other positions in the project. Check
the web site throughout the year for the latest
-

updates and shooting schedules.
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Three litre Faygo for 88 cents

MAR1TYNIKF
18kg-bag-of-rice bulk food store. If you
are looking for Indian spices and prepared dishes this is the closest place to
go. Bollywood closes at 11 pm, but the
location makes it convenient for those
living in the Siberian north of campus.
Pluses:
3L bottles of Faygo pop for 88 cents;
three samosas for a dollar; solid selection
of videos; lowest pricing on chips; an odd
scattering of products makes every visit
an adventure!
Minuses:
Staff's tendency to smoke in a poorly ventilated store; discounted items unattractively, nay, disconcertingly displayed;
6:oopm video return time can nail the
employed.

Andrew White
From The Archives

In our health-obsessed modern society,
it's one of those things everyone does, but
no one admits. You're stressed you've got
four pages left on that paper, and you do
not know what you're talking about. The
only, solution is fat, chips, and MSG,
preferably surrounding a slice of what
was once a potato.
You need a variety store, but which

ll' Forwell's doesn't have it you can wait
for stuff to open the next day. The selection ranges from easy-to-prepare meals
to fire-works, thus making it the default
destination for students before midnight.
As such, it also benefits from the regular
merchandise turnover, resulting in good,
fresh food. If you absolutely need something like fruit, cheese or milk, you can
find it at Forwell's for just a bit more than
you would pay in a grocery store. They

Kentucky Variety
King, across from Ethel's

MLUAKRTEYN
one? You can use this handy guide to
match demands to supply.

7-11
University and King

7-11 has been designed to make you

really want to get out of there. You can
find things easily and there is lots of stuff
to-be found. But it'll cost you -in general
at least 50 cents more. The turnover
means stuff is bound to be, if not fresh
then safe for consumption. I would suggest staying away from the shrink
wrapped cigars, and the coffee after
10:00am. But anytime is a good time for
a slurpee.
Pluses:
Shockingly good ground coffee; bank
machine; cheap Classic Selections pop;
Lik-a-stick, and other retro candy goodies; open all day.

Minuses:
Horribly bright fluorescent lighting gives
you the equivalent of snow blindness;
high prices; staff share strange opinions
with you late at night; 7-11 is the
Microsoft of the variety store world.
Forwell's Super Variety
Across from the A.C.

have video's as well, but only four of
them sport stickers that boast "Worth
Watching," making me wonder about the
others.
Pluses:
Really great staff; porcelain busts of
Elvis; a magazine rack that must be seen
to be believed; international newspapers;
small packages of cashews; lower prices
than most variety stores; kind of hangout.
Minuses:
The possibility that you might go in looking for cheese and come out with a copy
of a British tabloid , a lawn dwarf, FIMO
earrings, and roman candles.

For those lucky enough to live on the
south side, you have more than a few
options when it comes to variety stores.
Chances are everyone will pass this
store. It may not seem like much, but it's
got the fixin's. The inventory tends
toward the lesser-known brands, but this
does not mean lower prices. There is a
full range of Old Dutch products, if you
think your circulatory system can handle
it.

The most intriguing thing about this

never got up the

courage to try one.

Pluses:
Water, and lots of it. The refrigerator in
the back of the store is a testament to just
how bad Waterloo tap water is; proximity to Gen X makes the snack/pop/movie
trio so accessible it should be outlawed.
Minuses:
Cigarette purchasers have been known to
become frustrated by the language barrier; very low trusted brand name brand to
generic brand ratio.
Best Variety

King Street beside Sakura Island
This is the latest addition the ever going
battle for variety store supremacy. Best
Variety is a bit of a misnomer; it should
be called Pretty Good-Lots of Variety
Variety. It is small but like Kentucky
Variety the owners have managed to stuff
more stuff in there than you could ever
see in one visit. You go in like a tourist,
seeing all the major sights, but you end
up missing what makes it unique if you
don't hire a guide.
Pluses:
They rent adult and family videos; they
sell 'last supper' clocks; they have portraits of wolves and dogs playing poker;
lots of choice for popsicles.
Minuses:
Lots of porn to chose from, but with the

Bollywood Variety
Hickory and King
Bollywood, formerly known as Values
Variety, has undergone some alterations.
Under new ownership, they have
expanded their video selection significantly, bringing in new releases, both
from Hollywood and abroad,
almost
every week. The magazine selection has
expanded a bit, but it can't really touch
Forwell's. The single largest change has
to be the fact that it has shifted its focus
from a chips-and-pop variety store to a

MLUAKRTEYN
store is it has mystery grab bags by the
cash machine. I'm interested in the contents of variety store grab bag; but have

ever present children milling
around one might be uncomfortable buying the 'barely legal' stuff.
owners
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Big Sisters story
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DiPali

Big Sisters of K-W and Area and students from both
Wilfrid Laurier University and University of Waterloo
have taken on a new direction in assisting youth.
These children are from diverse cultural backgrounds
and are being helped in their academic learning and
transition into the Canadian school curriculum through
the spearheading of a community based Study Hall.
Big Sisters has responded to an increasing need
which parents are voicing about their children's struggles
to deal with the pressures of school as we all head into a
more competitive and technologically-advanced society.
Big Sisters is known for its one to one match program
committed to enhancing the development of children in
need offemale mentoring thereby focusing those children
on positive life patlis. As well, the agency offers a one to
one Homework Helper program for currently matched
children, which helps to provide additional academic
support in school.
This study hall is a 'grass-roots' program currently
being held at Mowat-Chandler community centre serving
children from the Somali community. The tutors are comprised of both male and female university students who
teach all elementary and high school subject areas as
well as ESL (English as a Second Language). Ongoing onsite support is available through staff of Big Sisters and

TD Student Central is made up of TD Student Line, a line of credit;
TD Student Plan, a low-fee banking package ($2.50 a month!);
and a selection of great NO-FEE TD Visa* cards for students.
Contact us:
68 University Ave. E. &. Weber, Waterloo, Ontario
(519) 746-6933
Visit us to apply or for more information
call TD Access Telephone Banking®
1-800-9TD-BANK
'Trade-mark

of TD

W*i H B
IbHBH
We're here to help
make it easier.

Bank. *TD Bank, licensed user of mark.
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If you: have two hours per week
are interested in Minority issues
need to build your resume
are either a co-op or full-time
student and are available for either
-

-

-

-

Tuesday or Thursday evenings.

This would be a perfect opportunity for you.
Be a part of a child's education and call Big Sisters at
743-5206 ext. 25 for information about their September
training.

FOR
GLASSES THAT LAST!!

Monday Night Wing Special
-

concerns that may arise.
Education Is the key for success in life and students
from both universities are contributing their knowledge
mentoring abilities to help children who may otherwise
experience further struggles in Canadian schools. Both
the parents and youth haveresponded to this partnership
in a very positive way as they see real change happening,
seeing their children success and are thereby turned on
to learning.
This program will continue for the school year starting September 1999 and will run until April 2000.
University students need to recognize the value of their
input feeds the minds of tomorrows generations.
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Directly Across From WLU

5 pm

the K-W Somali Association to address any questions or
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Drinking 101
In honour of Orientation this weeks edition of Drinking 101 will
feature one drink for each colour team.

Blue Shark
3/4
3/4

Tequila

oz.
oz.

Vodka
1-2 dashes Blue Curacao
Combine with ice and shake well. Strain over ice.

STEREOS VCR. AMPLIFIERS TV
C TEST EQUIPMENTS SALES & SERVICE
1 11,
in
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Grasshopper
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1/2 oz. Green Creme de Menthe
1/2 oz. White Creme de Cacao
1/2 oz. Cream
Combine into a blender with ice and blend until smooth.
Strian into a margarita glass.
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Need Cable?
Why go to iuch extremes?

CALL ROGfRS TODAy and Get Wired!

The Best Value in Cable TV and
High-Speed Infernef Access

Keystone Editor

Keystone Staff

Webmasters
A News Editor
Production Assistants
A Copy Editor
A Production Manager

Install Cable for only $19.95 or if you become a Rogers VIP Program' member,
install for only $9.95. For an even better deal, get both Rogers Cable IV and
Rogers@Home high-speed Internet access installed for only $49.95.
These offers are only available until October 16,1999.

CALL 1-888-RDGERSI NOW!
WWW.RDGERS.CDM
'Here's what VIP Program includes: Basic Cable and all the Specialty channels plus
up to 4 cable outlets at 10% off the regular monthly rate, 10% off Rogers@Home,
10% off Cantel AT&T wireless service, 10% off regular-priced Radio Shack brand
merchandise, plus the lowest rates available on magazines like Chatelaine and
Maclean's, 10% off Rogers Video rentals and purchases, plus a free Rogers Video
7-day rental each month (a $3.49 value). Call for details.
°Rogers@Home will be installed for $49.95, cable will be installed for free.
Not available in all areas. Student identification required. Taxes not included.
'Basic Cable Installation.

Applications available in The Cord
office on the third floor of the Fred
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Getting to know
your university
A condensed history of WLU
1924 Extra wing
added to
Wi 11 is on
Hall.
-
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1952 First permanent women's residence dedicated. Building named
Conrad Hall in 1954.
-

First section of new Clara
1961
Conrad Hall opened.
-

1962
1952 1953 Dining hall and kitchen
erected between Conrad and Willison
Halls.
-

-

-

Dining hall, Students' Union

Building (SUB), Theatre Auditorium,
West Hall and men's residence completed.

classrooms,

labs,
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library,
chapel,
dorms
and
dining
hall.

1956 Associate Faculties established to
provide courses in
engineering and sci-
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Associate Faca
granted
charter.
University
of
Waterloo
University
is born and Waterloo
Lutheran
becomes
known as "the high
down
school
the
street."
-

"to

used
MC
the Miss

University. University
given degree granting
rights.
June 30, 1960 Waterloo College terminates affiliation with the University
of Western Ontario. A rivalry is born.
-

-

October 30, 1911
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary opens.
Four students enrolled.
-

1960 Enrollment reaches new high
of 640.
-

1963 Seminary building completed. East
wing of arts building
completed, men's residence added and first
addition is completed
on women's residence.
-

October 8, 1964
Under the pressure of
having to attain a C
average, five Student
Council members resign.
-

-

1925 Waterloo Lutheran becomes
affiliated with University of Western
Ontario.

-

1

1959 Name changed
to Waterloo Lutheran

February 18,

Shiner ama
1962
started by Laurier students. Event goes
national in 1964.

1964 Students' Union board denies
students the right to play cards in the
SUB, claiming students are too messy.
-

1964
Senator Ross MacDonald
made second chancellor at convoca-

tion. Prime Minister Lester B. Pearson
awarded honourary doctor of laws.

September 23, 1926 The Cord is
born. Known as The College Cord, it is
a six-page pamphlet costing five cents.
-

1914 Rev. Nils Willison becomes first
-

graduate.

1914 Preparatory courses separated
from theological courses. Waterloo
College School is born.
-

1929 Board of Governors decides to
admit female students.
-

1946 Lincke House becomes first
women's residence.
-

1919 Willison Hall opens. Building
includes student accommodation, a
dining hall, classrooms, other facilities.
-

1918 More courses offered to lead to
full arts BA.
-

May 30, 1924 Faculty of arts established. 24 students enter first year.
-

1947 Most ambitious project to date,
Waterloo College Expansion program
launched. $100,000 needed for new
teaching building.
-

1950 First Boar's Head Dinner held.
-

Mmmm

...

bacon.

Feature This!! What should The Cord
dedicate two pages to covering?
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November 1964 Construction begins
on first two floors of library.

Feature

formed, first student elections are

to 202 Regina. Complaints begin
about how incredibly far away it is.

Wendy Crump
becomes first WLU student to be
crowned Miss Canadian University
Snow Queen. The women's lib movement takes two steps back.

May 1, 1975 Department of music
becomes a Ml faculty.

March 1991 The Cord is shut down
for four days by the Students' Union
for printing offensive material.

1965 Local football legend David
"Tufly" Knight named athletic direc-

1977

-

January 29, 1965

-

-

held.

-

-

Co-op added to
economics program.

1991
Bricker Residence opens.
-

-

1979
The Turret
opens. Thursday nights
are never the same.

Know: the

-

-

1966 Faculty of social work founded.
Department of business and economics becomes a school.
-

1968 Men's basketball team wins
national championship.

1980
Frank Peters
building opened. Many
students are forever
lost in its corridors.

University

-

was once a

-

Five-storey teaching building

opened on former site of Willison Hall.
-

October 23, 1981
Dean Nichols brings
BACCHUS to Canada,
-

ing them, prompting
the Cord to describe
the campus as "damn
crowded." Some tilings
never change.

1999

-

Faculties of arts and sciences

are split.

1999 University purchases Paragon
Park to house more students.
-

1991 I .aurier is ranked 37th out of
46 Canadian universities in the
Maclean's ranking.
-

After five years at Laurier,

-

first-year students.

sters let out a collective cheer.

1984 Two more floors added to the
Library.
1985

-

-

-

1969 The Supremes perform in the
Theatre Auditorium for Winter
Carnival. 11,000 in attendance.

1991 Laurier admits
6.8% more students
and has trouble hous-

September 12, 1991
Underage policy comes
into effect for campus
bars. Laurier young-

-

1969

17

-

1976 First class held for new MBA
program.

tor.

September 1965 Master of arts in
geography launched.

•

1991

-

Ail photos taken from Laurier
Photographic History.

A

Famous
Alumni

Golden Hawks football team

wins first, and only, Vanier Cup.

September 23,1992 WIAJ purchases Seagram Stadium from the City of
Waterloo for $ 1.
-

1993 Women's soccer team takes
national championship.

:

-

University is
February 11, 1994
evacuated after a bomb threat is
called in. Similar bomb threat was
called in in 1992.

[

Bill Ballard, involved with concert productions for U2, Pink Floyd and the Boiling
Stones, among othej's.

-

j i

and Nova Scotia.

I

April 22, 1995
1500 students (urn
out for second annual Ezra Street
party. 42 arrests are made, 9 criminal
charges are laid and 2 life-threatening
injuries are inflicted.

Paul Gian.eO.ia, headed the consortium thai
built the Confederation Bridge between PEi

-

1995 Backed by millions of dollars in
provincial funding, the aptly named
Science Building is opened.
-

BACCHUS goes national.

1995 Women's soccer team becomes
national champions for second time.

1987

1995

David Chilton, author ol'The Wealthy Barber.
CouLson and Joe Jleslip, one hall' of
Canadian boy band VIP.

(.aenn

John Hat ford, executive vice-president of
Ford Canada.

Paul

iinns,

founder of Shinerama.

-

1970 Co-op introduced to business
program.
-

Stock market game
Early 1970s
launched by professor Ralph
Blackmore. Game is then played by
thousands of high school and university students across Canada.
-

1970 Athletic Complex is built, new
SUB is erected on stilts.

SUB is renamed the Nichols
Campus Centre. University administration doesn't approve. Legal battle
ensues.

1988
John Aird
Centre built.

-

1972
After much clever name
Waterloo
Lutheran
searching,
University becomes Wilfrid Laurier
University. Frank C. Peters becomes
first president of the new WLU.
-

October 27, 1989
After complaints from
social work students
and the formation of a
six-person committee,
Laurier president John
Weir announces panty
raids are banned from
campus.
-

1990 Laurier's undergrad population for the
winter term tops 8000.
-

1973 Fred Nichols appointed Dean
of Students. A WLU legacy begins.
-

-

November/December 1995
MBA
student Michael Daunt wins $64,198
(US) on Jeopardy.
-

-

-

1971
Two more floors added to
Library.

SUB renovated. Turret expanded, Food Court created.

-

Did You
Know: the

played at
Phil's in
I9 9 i

April 1996 First oilcampus party held in
response to Ezra Street
fiasco of previous year.
Another Laurier tradition is born.
-

1997 The changing of
the guard. Laurier gets
a news president, dean
of students, associate

-

Students' Union is officially
*

■

~

~,

..'-J,-

October 22, 1990
'

I.

-

dean, vice-president:
finance, among others.

1998
WLU purchases University
Place apartment building to house

Laurier expands
/-

.

■

;v
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Don Campbell, former ambassador to Japan
and deputy minister of foreign affairs and
international trade.

Noel

Udison,
director
Mendelsohn Choir.

of

Toronto's

Bob Hamilton, regional vice-president of the
Royal Bank in western Canada.

Bod Konop. 17-year professional football veteran.

-

-

-

1975

Mike Harris, premier of Ontario. Spent one
year as an economics undergrad before
dropping out

*■.

;

/

1

k

Brian Russell, husband of 70s actress Cheryl
I .add.

Bob Schlegel, muiti-miiliomtire president uf
Pave Stone Inc., one of the largest supplier of
paving stones in the United Suites. Along with
wile Myrna, also an alumnus, gave $2-million
to Laurier last vear.
:
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Send your feature ideas to Patricia Lancia at
lancs43o@machl.wlu.ca
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Cigarettes, Empty returns available

We Deliver: Beer, Liquor/mi

Hours: Mon. to Wed. 8:00a.m.

-

10p.m.; Thurs.

&

Fri. 8:00a.m. -11 p.m.; Sat. 9:30a.m. -11 p.m.

&

Sun. 11:00a.m. -6 p.m.
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HOURS OF OPERATION
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Owned and Operated by WLUSU
Located on the 2nd Floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre

DOORS
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H A R R

Owned and Operated by WLUSU
Located on the 4th Floor of the Fred Nichols Campus Centre
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What does work mean to you?
(

jjPj

>n September 25, IBM Can a da will be hosting a n on-site c a mpus c areer feir. We a re

~

l|

K1

inviting gra du a ting students from universities a nd colleges a cross Southern Ontario in
Computer Science, Engineering, Ma them a tics, Management Information Systems,
Finance, a nd other rented disciplines.

■B|l

|Baj||j|^M
j

In a ddition, you will be a ble to t3lk with IBM employees from va rious functions a cross the
business a nd find out more a bout IBM Canada a s well a s Our job openings for gra du a tes.
Don't forget to bring your transcripts.
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Highlights of the da y include executive presentations using multi-media technology,
e-business demos, live music a nd complimentary lunch.

.

W

a

We request you to pre-register by September 23 in order to attend this event. Bus transportation will be provided for those who have registered. By visiting our Web site at
www.can.ibm.com/hr/apply/careerfairform.html you can register, send us your resume,
and check transportation pick-up times.

Wh V Work? Come see what IBM is all about, then tell us what work means to you.

Career Fair Location:
3600 Steeles Avenue East, Markham, Ontario
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you're heading home or across Canada,
travelling to Europe or around the world, we are the
student travel expert.

Started in 1969 by students for students, we serve
over 250,000 students a year, saving them millions of
dollars. We negotiate special airfares and student
discounts, and pass the savings on to you.

Student Union Building

886-8228
travelcuts.com
OP®*, mm*-

'

HH|

|

Once you've settled, drop by your local Travel CUTS
office to check out the amazing travel deals and meet
our friendly, knowledgeable staff. See you soon!
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I'UwXtrM VOYAGES CAMPUS
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Back!

24 Hr Lounge
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Davos
Hair
Salon
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Doors from
Concourse

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CAREER FAIR
s
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Wednesday September 15
Thursday September 16
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for both full-time and co-op

I

in

e areas of:
•

•

•

Software Development

Computer Engineering
Sales & Marketing

*

Technical Support

•

Electrical/Electronic Engineering

•
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Northern Digital Inc.
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and Technical Professionals from the sponsoring firms
listed below:

•

mk©
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4pm
4pm

Bring copies of your resume and be prepared to discuss
your personal career objectives with Human Resources

•

E3 Focus

WATERLOO. DAVIS

-

If you want a challenging and dynamic job in a fast-paced
industry you can't afford to miss this event!

!

•

10 am

•

-

The Waterloo and surrounding area has just got to be
Canada's fastest growing technology region! Tremendous
career opportunities are here for talented individuals. This
job fair will give you the chance to explore these
opportunities with worldwide leaders in the high tech field.

•
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A British Isles Restaurant

&

Pub

77 King St. N. Waterloo 886-1130

HOME OF THE All YOU CAN EAT SPECIALS
MONDAY
All YOU CAN EAT FISH £■ CHICS '5.99

TUESDAY
All YOU CAN EAT ROAST KEF *9.99

WEDNESDAY

All YOU CAN EAT CORNEP HEF PINNER *7.99

THURSDAY

All YOU CAN EAT SCOTTISH SHORT RIM *199
STARVING STUPENT NICHT LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

FRIDAY

—
,

/

lIVE ENTERTAINMENT
fuu menu until u.oo pm

\

Welcome

/

\

SATURDAY

back
\

\

0+.,H»«+.l
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STUae
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V

NEW YORK STEAK PINNER
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

/

/

SUNDAY
SCHNITZEL PINNER *7.99
CELTIC JAM SESSION

Norton Utilities™ from a conventional retailer
can cost as much as $72.

We sell it for $39*®
Not exactly
rocket science
iSlt?
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Need more nfo?
Visit or website or go to
WHrid Lataier University's
PCServicerifcer

-

wwwj&academyjoom
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e-academy.com
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Simple, affordable software shopping online
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Laurieris

Matthew Cade
Perhaps one of the toughest
things a team of' any shape or size
must i'ace at the beginning of their
season are high expectations. If
those expectations are fulfilled, no
one Ls surprised, and if they aren't,
people regard that team as a failure
and immediately fingers are pointed
and blame Ls laid and a season that
probably had plenty of good to
remember is labeled as one of those
ones that everyone would rather just

forget.
Having said that, it seems safe
enough to say that this years Golden
Hawk football team has improved
from last year and, dare if be said,
Laurier fans can expect good things.
Coaches and players alike are up
and everyone is looking forward to
getting started. The 1 lawks open up
their regular season following
Shinerama this Saturday, September
11 at 4 p.m. against the Guelph
Gryphons.
Much of why morale is up is due
to the fact that there are more than
a few areas of improvement.
Maturity, healing injuries, and even a
few surprises will all benelit the
Hawks this season.
The loss of Corey Grant obviously

cannot go unnoticed, but rather than
trying to replace him. Head coach
Rick Zmich and his staff have adjusted. "Corey was a go-to guy. The
offense just won't depend as much
on one person this year."
The starting wide receivers this
year will be Andre Talbot and Luke
Ware. Talbot is WLUs number one
receiver. He has really come into his
own this season and is a legitimate
deep threat. Ware's height (6'4"j as
the second starter gives the Hawks a
different kind of weapon on the other
side.
One of those surprises the team
has encountered this season Ls a
player who won't be starting, but will
likely dress as a backup WR. Matt
Babel played for the basketball team
last year but has opted out of his
sophomore season and joined the
football team. He is a fine athlete
and is comparable to cornerback
Kevin Johnson as they shared a lack
of football experience and an
involvement in the game of basketball prior to beginning workouts
with the team last year.
The Hawks are deep in the backfield and w ill start Justin Praamsma
at running back on the weekend.
Second-stringer Alex Torrie is an
excellent back and is good enough to

bo starting in the OUA.
lxist year's fullback Justin Dillon
Ls not returning this season and originally this loss would have left a small
gap in the Hawks starting line.
However, Jon Low, a freshman who
was recruited as a linebacker, has
been converted to the offease and is

the line are Jell' Petican and tackles
Firic Schwab and Tom Longhurst.
Schwab had 5.5 sacks last season as
an end. Longhurst, a team leader
and Etobicoke Collegiate graduate Ls
considered a potential All-Star this
year.
The linebackers that complete

have
different
strengths," continued Gabler.
year's starter) Kevin Taylor has
intangibles that make him the kind
of guy that just gets the job done.
Drew White (who played at Eastern
Michigan University for a year and
then Bishops for a year before com-

expected to perform very well in his
new role.
Center Trevor Salway is joined on
tliis years O-line by returning OUA
All-Btar tackle Rob Vickers as well as
tackle Ed Palasz and guards Jaime
Hitchen and Alf Labar. All three tip
the scales at over 300 lbs. and all
three are potential OUA All-Stars this
season.
On defense this year coach Zmich
et al. have decided to change their
strategy and will operate a 4-3
rather than the 3-4 they've been
running the past several seasons.
The change was made because of
the type of players the. I lawks have
been blessed with tliis season and
because the coaching stall'was eager
to get back to a former style of play.
"A few years back we played a 43 defense. Since we switched we
became more and more passive to
the point where we were just waiting. this year the idea is that we
going to attack. We're going to have
an aggressive game and go right at
them."
Starting at defensive end for the
Golden Hawks on Saturday is Kojo
Millington, an OUA All-Star who had
six sacks last year. Joining him on

the new defensive setup are OLB
Dino DiMarino and Rojan Thompson
and
Murray.
MLB Terrence
DiMarino is a returning OUA All-Star
and Murray, who was hurt for much
of last season, is healthy and as such
will have an impact on the Hawk
defense.
The impact players in the 1 lawk
secondary this season will be safety
Donnie Ruiz and comerback Kevin
Johnson. Ruiz, a first team AllCanadian, led the CIAU in interceptions with eight last season and
thereby set the school record.
Johnson, with six interceptions was
a second team All-Canadian. Al
Ruby, another important face in the
Golden Hawk secondary, is out with
a relatively serious injury but may
still be in uniform before the end of
the season.
By far the most difficult decision
for Zmich and his coaches to make
was choosing his starting quarterback. It isn't exactly a bad problem
to have however, as quarterback
coach Wally Gabler pointed out. "A
lot of teams in the CIAU are looking
for just one guy they can use to start
and lead their team.
We have
three."

ing to Laurier) has the strongest cirm
and Ls the best physically."
But it is Adam Lane who
impressed the stall' during training
camp and who will subsequently get
the call this weekend when the
Said
Gryphons come to town.
Gabler, "Ume Ls excellent in play
action and has excellent backfield
control. Ile was steady during camp
and has shown good leadership
skills."
This year the coaches were looking especially for a quarterback who
would lit best with the rest of the
offense and around whom the
offense would not revolve.
"We'd like someone who will just
stick the key in the ignition and drive
the car straight down the road," said
coach Gabler using his favourite
analogy. "We want our quarterback
to get the ball in the hands of the
right guys." It appears that Lane is
there man.
And so the Hawks will go to battle Saturday with a solid, improved
squad, behind a strong, impressive
quarterback, and armed with a
great "lit". Enjoy the game, and
expect good tilings.

"They
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Soccer, Soccer and more Soccer
Womens Soccer
With two exhiliition wins on the
board, the women fs soccer team is
showing signs that it will improve on
a mediocre 1998 season and take
advantage of an automatic berth in
the CIAU finals.
At the beginning of last year
Head Coach Barry Mclean deemed
1998 to be a retooling year, and a 55-2 record and fourth place finish
bore that out. Mclean !eels, however, that the tea.m should be ablt) to
compete lor the national championship starting this year.
"Training camp has been great

relied upon to produce some scoring
punch.
The automatic berth in the
national championships is a bonus
for the Hawks as some of the toughest competition will be in the QUA
West with last yearfs national champion, Western and McMaster.
Exhiliition Play
The women won two tight victories-uver Laurentian University this
weekend. The Hawks won the first
and second game of the exhiliition
series by a score of 1-0. Rookie
Tammy Scurr was sensational, scoring both I lawk goals, while D~wn
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so far," comment- - - - - - - - - - - - - Boone and Kristen
Coombs combined
ed Mclean, adding

0 ur g al i s t
t he

ln the attitude has
0
0 lor two consecubeen
excellent
tive shutouts.
and the players
W j ll
"The
team
are very optiplayed well today,"
mL'itic. We are
ll
j0
commented head
looking l(>rward to
coach
Barry
getting the sea<;on C
ill
0 S j
MacLean. "If we
under way. Ow·
continue to work
goal b to win the
0
0 Uf
0 lTI
hard , thL<> has the
national champipotential to be a
good season."
onship on our
home fie ld at
Laurier."
I Iistorically, Laurie r has had Men's Soccer
strong teams a nd two national
Heading into the 1999 season,
champioll.'ihips in the 1990s arc
the men's soccer team is hoping to
proof.
Thi<; year's team , however, is n~bound from a disappointing finish
without some its defensive starters la'it year and compete lor the QUA
from la'it year. <Teating some holes title.
that will need to be lilled. As lor an With almost all of last year's players
returning the team is hoping to cono!I'e m;c that had trouble bulging the
twine, Mclean f()cl<> that steps have tinue the run froni last sea<;on. La'it
year the team only lost once in regubeen taken to improve the ollens<l.
To fill some of the defensive gaps lar season play, however, their second loss was a 1-0 -heartbreaker in
thn Hawks will look toward midfieldthe first round of the playofi.S. The
or Cathy Jacson. Andrea Devlin and
team was led by all-star goaltender,
Colleen Bamham will also be needed to play strong defense. Jackson is Mark lgnor, who only gave up 8
goals during the regular season.
a proven delf>nder and will be a
Head coach Barry McLean said that
leader on and o!T the !ield. Devlin,
unfortunately strained a ligament in addition to Ignor, team ·defense
and will be lost lr>r up to three weeks. wa<; the stronges~ area of the Laurier
On <;>ffense, a promising group of squad.
recruits has already helped out by "We lost a few players from last year
scoring some key goals in exhiliition but are still very strong on defense
play. Jaana Koponen will also be and in goal," said Mclean.
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field.

So knowing Ignor is there to bail
them out, the team is looking to
improve in the scoring department.
A little more offense would go a long
way toward eliminating 1-0 losses
that ultimately finished the 1998
Hawk squad.
One person who will be relied upon
to improve scoring is second year
midfielder Kenny Nutt. A good playmaker with great skill and creativity
his play will be a strong indication of
the performance of the team as a
whole.
So as the team gets ready for the

upcoming season,
with the way things are going.
''These guys have a really great attitude and work ethic and everyone
seems to understand the ultimate
goal and their role in achieving that
goal," said MClean.
In exhiliition play the men chalked
up their first win with a close 3-2 vic-

The team opens the regular season
this Saturday in Guelph at 3:00pm
and open their home schedule
September 11th at 6:00pm versus
Brock.

Plaque Mounted
Posters at
Wholesale Prices!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Marilyn ·M onroe, Bob Marley,
James Dean, NHL/NFL/NBA,
NASCAR, Star Trek!
We have everything you're
looking for in stock or
we'll get it for you!
Bring in your own posters and receive
15% off all plaque mounting services with this
ad. Convenient location right beside Laurier!
Other innovative products from MGP also available.

Please come in and visit us!
MATCOR GLOBAL PRODUCTS Inc.
210 A Regina Street N_orth
(Between University and Lodge)
Waterloo, Ontario (519) 747-1885
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Athletic website up and running
Alumni

Soccer head coach Barry MacLean

1994 YVLU graduate Stefan
Ptaszek who holds the CIAU record
for both receiving yards and receptions is now playing with the Toronto
Argonauts in the
CFL after having
played with both
the BC Lions and

Hamilton
Tigercats.
On September
24 of this year, he
will be inducted
into the Laurier
Hall of Fame

alongside his former

teammate,

quarterback Bill

who led the women to the 1995
national championship. Maclean
was also the assistant coach for the
1992 national champions, not to
mention being an all-Canadian during his years playhere
at
ing
Laurier.
Helen Stoumbos,
another former
WLU soccer player will also be
inducted into the
Hall of Fame this
September.
She
was
a
5-time
Allstar
OWIAA
as
well as a 4-time

Kubas is
one of the
top five
passers in
CIAU
history.

Kubas. Kubas is
one of the top five passers in CIAU
history. Both men played on the
1991 Hawk squad that won the
Vernier Cup.
Other 1999 Hall inductees
include current Men's and Women's

All-Canadian.

Stoumbos was a
member of the 1992 national
champs and was the head coach of
the women who placed third in
Canada in 1996.
Also included in this September's
elite lineup in the Builder's category

pwnm
F
i

PI

Ls Fred Nichols (yes, like the building)
who has been a long time supporter
of, and contributor to athletics
(including some coaching) here at
1 auric r.
Terry Harvey, a YVLU football
alumnus, and Arthur Conrad, a
track and Held star from way back in
the day when Wilfrid Liurier was
Waterloo College, are also being

inducted.
Stay Tuned

PFIHOLTE

This Friday (-he Athletics and
Recreation Department will hold a
press conference at Will's to
announce, release, and introduce, it's

newly revamped website.
Jeremy

Laidlaw a second

year

WIJJ student, has been working on
and essentially creating Laurier's

Most of last
year the

school
effectively
had no
website.
new and definitely improved athletics website. It is improved because it
most of last year the school effective-

ly had no web page. The site was
launched back on August 1 and this
Friday will be officially announced.
The site. Ls attached to Lauriers main
page, and the address is www.laurierathletics.com.
Bill Bowker was named as the
new women's hockey head coach
back in the springand this Friday will
officially be introduced at the press
conference.
Currently, Bowker Ls the assistant
coach for the women's under-22
national team.
Also to be released tomorrow Ls
Lanier's new Golden Hawk logo.
Several different designs were considered over the summer before the
final one was chosen by Director of
Athletics Peter Baxter and his staff.

CIAU

LaurierTSHocsetr
Some Guy
Wilfrid Laurier University will host the 1999
CIAU Women's Soccer Championship at
University Stadium in Waterloo.
The six-team tournament will commence
on Thursday November 11th and conclude on
Sunday November 14th.
There were a number of reasons the
Hawks were interested in bidding for these
games.
"We've always had a strong women's soccer program here at Laurier," said Coordinator
of Interuniversity Athletics and Student Athlete
Development, Cookie Leach. "It was Ontario's
turn to host the tournament and with all of the
improvements going on in athletics at WLU, we
just felt it was the right time to make a bid."
With an excellent facility {University
Stadium) and strong soccer support in the
Kitchener-Waterloo area, Laurier's bid had the
backing of the OUA. Leach, with the help of
Coordinator of Marketing and Promotions Roly
Webster, put together an excellent bid that had
no serious challenges from other schools.
"This tournament should be a major boost
for women is soccer players in the area," said
Leach. "We want to get a number of younger
women's soccer players involved and plan to
make a number of different sponsors aware of
the women's game."
With five other teams involved, the Golden
Hawks will be automatically entered into the
tournament as the host team.
The women's soccer Hawks have had suc-

cess in the past when the CIAU Championships
have been held in Ontario. The Hawks won
the national championship in 1992 when they
were held at McMaster and in 1995 when they
were held in Ottawa.

The four day tournament will see eight
games played in a round robin format with the
gold and bronze medal games taking plaoe on
the final day.
One advantage of hosting the champi-

onships at University Stadium is the astroturf.
In past years, weather has forced postponements but this will not be the case at Laurier.
Make sure you come out and take in the
highest calibre women's soccer in Canada.
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Write Cord Sports!!
Are you a sports fan? Do you have a wit and charm
that you can freely express with the written word?
Did you think Adam Sandler's latest film was a Cecil

Fielder biography?
If you answered yes, no or maybe to any of the aforementioned questions, or if you just want to give journalism a whirl, Cord Sports is for you!
Maybe you'd like to be a beat reporter for a specific
team or sport. Perhaps you only have enough time to
contribute once a month. Or maybe your interest lies
in special one-time events.
Whatever your pleasure, Cord sports is for you!

22cord@machl .wlu.ca
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For Love of The Game

MATTHEW CADE

The toughest thing about playing
Canadian
baseball season in the
a
Fall and not the Spring is that it is
necessarily short and to the point.
The roll out does not behave as a
summer season does when doubleheaders are rare, games are spaced
out, and it doesn't feel like you're also
playing against time.
For such a quick season, this
year's Golden Hawk baseball squad
got off to a slow start. In large part
due to how their cards fell, numbers
were low for the first few practices
and not a lot could be accomplished.
Said Hawks manager Gary Kay,
"we couldn't really make it to any
specifics and so we only really had a
chance to do some running and fundamentals." Much more has been
accomplished since those first few
practices, but they will be put to an
immediate test when they go head-

to-head with defending national
champion Brock to open their 1999
season.
The Hawks play their first home
game this Saturday, September 11 at
1 p.m. WLU's home ballpark last
year was Bechtel Park, a field in
Waterloo which is approximately a
ten minute drive
from the school.
This year, though,
the Hawks made
a decision to move
to Kitchener and
Jack Couch Park.
"We weren't happy with the facilities at Bechtel," commented Coach
Kay. "The field was one of our
biggest expenses, and when you pay
good money you expect a certain
level of maintenance and care for the
field. We didn't feel we were getting
our money's worth." The club, like
the University of Waterloo moved to
Couch, which is a further distance,

and hence longer trek for fans, but a
park where both teams have already
found better people and much better

upkeep.
However, the rushed workouts
and accelerated schedule are not the
toughest battles the Laurier ball club
faces every September when the

tion or appearances at games.

play. At this age, kids arc being
recruited, wooed and worshipped
and many have their education paid
for. These guys can't even get a ride
to the park without reaching into
their own pockets.
And so they play, and so they pay
And so the Hawks began their season yesterday (too late for scores
today) and for this group of guys, all
the other stuff is merely details. For
them, despite the money and the
short season, it's worth it. The great
thing about ihe short season Is that it
has the potential to have the intensity of a playoff drive and, as such, provide instant drama and excitement.
Ixiurier's baseball team isn't promising anything but they've proven they
can compete and definitely that they
want to play. They just want a little
recognition and respect, and they
definitely deserve it from all of us.

In fact, because of the basic costs
incurred by the team (including,
among other things, field, umpires,
uniforms and travel) the players
every season have to pay to play.
This past summer and into the fall
players have been doing some
fund raising
on
their own to lighten
their load.
Through advertising in their program, the team
did manage to
reduce their expenses, but each
player must still pay nearly two hundred dollars each to play this season.
The great thing about this team
and each of the players is that they
exemplify a part of the game that is
harder and harder to see in this closing millennium while we expectantly
await the arrival of the first billiona simple love to
dollar contract

And all the other stuff is
merely details.
season begins again.

For what it's worth, the baseball
team is not recognized by the WLU
Athletic Department. This doesn't
mean that there are any hard feelings between the team and the
school, but it does indicate that they
receive no financial support and
rarely, if ever, any support from athletic staff in the wav of communica-
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Why? Because I Love It
A'IAJ) KlYANI

Well, it's time for another fabulous
sra<>on of sport<; to get underway. ll'i
getting towards that time where
baseball finally gets intc•m<>ting and
the "pxriting" playoll'> bPI-,rin.
'rPah, right! Then' is nothing
exciting about watehing bcL'iPball at
any tum>. NPver. unkss you're a pothPad or like mr and a sport<; junkiP.
rf''>. I'm afraid that I must admit I
vvill \\ atrh absolutPl) any1hlng at any
timP an)l\\"hPre if it b sonwhow
sporb rPlated. On satl'llitP TV in thP

Middle Ea<>t. they used to show a two
minute bit in which a various number of Italian cars were outrun on
the home track of Fe1Tari by a giant
Formula One car that was held bark
for like a minute while the others got
head starts. It wa'i lanta<>tir!! Ewn
though I had seen it a hundred
times. I stilllovPd watching it happen
Pvery sing!<' day. I nearly diPd tht> day
I )pft and ramP back to Canada.
Then I rPalizPd that I was headed
to a land with morP than om' -;ports
rhannPI ready to li>ed my insatiable
appetitP

TV •• VCR
RE ,.ALS
BY,.BE
QUESTIONS??
Call Steve's Rental
Department for all
the <mtails.

But don't get me wrong. While I
love watching American football. I'm
an inl.f'rnational sports fan at heart. I
know that its kind of sad to think
about inl.f'rnational sports if you're
born and bred in North America, but
the fact of the mattPr Lo; that foreign
sporl'i are just as great. if not better,
than anything that North America
ha<> to ofJf>r.
For onP thing. you try and find
mt> top-ll'vel soccer (it<; rrally lootball) somPwhere on thL'i continent.
I'll wll you right now. its not gonna
happen. There is nothing worth a
true aficionado's attention in this
neck of thr woods.
The closest thing to the passion
that is inspired in lorrign fans is that
which you experience at places like
Madison Square Garden when the
Knicks are playing the I!eat or
Pacers. The atmosphere is absolutely electric and you know that whatever happens, win or lose, you will
go home a satisfied customer in that
you have seen a terrific game in
which the team whit hthe most effort
and desire has emerged victorious.
Yet that is part of the problem.
After Larry Johnson sank that
incredible iour-point play to sink the
Pacers in Game Three of the Eastern
Conference Finals, I was jumping
and screaming at my 1V along with
every other Knick fan in the world.
Yet if the Knicks had lost that game
and even the serie..<;, I wouldn't have
cared. After all, its just a gaem
reight? Its not a big deal and certain-

ly nothing worth worrying over. Yet
that seems to demonstrate the lack
of attachment that exists with North
American teams.
Personal bonding is impossible
brcause of the free agency and arrogance that pervades sports in thLo;
continent. In Italian football lor
example, the allegiances don't liP
with the players but With the dubs. If
a hugely talented player is sold. tlwrP
will bP rioting, but that just dPmonstratns thP valuP to the dub that thP
fans placp on the player bPing sold.
LPt me put it thi<> way, beraus<' I
fpc] that my logir is escaping many.
The simple way to put it is this. \ Vhm
Italy lost in a pPnalty shoot-out to
Argentina in thP semifinals of thP
1990 World Cup,. I cried myself to
slerp.
But when the Knicks lost to thP
Spurs, or the Packers beat my Niners
three in a row, I didn't cry. I barely
cared. ! went straight t o bed and just
fell as Jeep, a little disappointed but
not crushed. When Tennessee ran
over Florida State, I wasn't moaning.
When the Habs were two up on the
Rangers and then lost in six, I didn't
give a damn .
The point is, I didn't give a rat's
ass because I w uldn't care about the
teams in the same way. I eouldn't
have that constant passion and pain
aroused in me. That's why I watch
the sports here, but love the sports
over there.
That's just the way it is. Sorry
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Special Student Rates.
Newer remote control sets.
FREE local delivery available.
TV's from

9

PLUS TAX PER

MONTH BASED
ON" MONTH n:RM

10:()(}6:00, Thu-Fri 10:00-8:~, Sat 9:30-5:00
Now that Mom's done crying
· and Dad'~ said "Take care
(your name here)" for the
umpteenth time, you finally
get to settle in. So waht do
you really need?
Two things ... Condoms, and
reliable transportation. Hey!
At least we can help with one!
Pick your destination. RIDE!
We'll help you get there.

Cl:

2 King Street South, Waterloo 725-2807
The Cyclepath promotes safe sex and safe riding. f\lways "Year
a condo during sex, and always wear a helmet wh1le you nde.

Ask about RENTAL with option to BUY

Redeemer Lutheran Church
FREDERICK MALL,
KITCHENER

744-3528

.. .Spiritual Guidance ... Bible Instruction .. .
... Athletic & Social Guidance .. . A Musical Outlet .. .
... A Place to Come with, Be with, and Meet Friends .. .
ecn>-~ide.t- i c '-""-""'7 CTU-'1- u""-ve.t-~it~r"""<t"" <t"'CT"-}" f ct- ~e.e.k.l'/ ~~Le. ~t.ud'/ ..,.....d ~cc.U..L e.ve. ...t~

78 John Street West
Minutes away from WLU in Waterloo!
Sunday Worship: 8:30 & 10:45
Telephone: 745-5027
Pastor Eric K. Vuorinen Vicar Joel Kuhl
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The Matthew Bad Band

Luke martyn
The final show of the Pepsi Taste
Tour took the stage at the Turret last
Wednesday September Ist. The
third and final act to pass through
was the Matthew Good Band,
Canada's latest Much Music pop sensations to fill the CAN-CON gap.
A less than enthusiastic crowd of
Loose Change Louie's patrons
showed more support for the bar
than Matthew Good. I managed to
get my ticket for the show while
attending Louie's the previous night.
This was not a proud moment in my
life.
One of Waterloo's classic; rock
stations was distributing tickets like
they were going out of style. They
showed no discretion when selecting
the audience, you were selected
whether you were a fan or not.

The night ofthe concert was surrounded by Tommy Hilfiger-clad
people who seemed confused when
Matthew Good took the stage. It was
apparent these people had never
ventured outside the realms of Top
40 clubs and
sports bars. They
remained emo-

tionless

and

before the show which could have
been another reason for the substandard performance. However, if
Matthew Good fits the typical rock
star profile, drugs and alcohol should
have enhanced the show.

In order for any generic band to
stand out, they need to make up for
their shortcomings elsewhere. Stage
presence is the ideal way to overcome
this
inadequacy.
Unfortunately, Matthew Good and
his band provided
no presence and
proved that inadequacy is an acceptable thing for
Canadian artists to
succeed
in
Canada.
If the Matthew
Good Band has any aspirations of
being a successful international act,
they must look up to the likes of Our
Lady Peace. By no means is OLP an
exceptional band, (it is a proven fact
they are not), but they do put forth an
effort in their songs and their live
shows.

Unfortunately, Matthew
Good and his band
provided no presence.

dance-less. A few
heads could be
seen bobbing, but
that was probably
due to a lack of
equilibrium. Beer effects the inner
ear.

With the obvious lack of attention, the Matthew Good Band played
with the same effort and enthusiasm
the crowd was willing to give.
My sources informed me
Matthew Good was strung-out

The set list included all of
Matthew Good s singles and a few of
their songs from the new album
Beautiful Midnight to be released
September 14th. The new songs follow the same guitar-chord-goneawry formula from their previous
album.

This effort has paid off and they
are now one of the more successful
Canadian acts south of the border.
If they tried harder, the Matthew
Good Band could be a mediocre
group, but it seems they are content
in their world ofshallow Much Music
hype.
On a positive note, the encore for
the evening was impressive. It
seemed like it was the one song
where the band put forth a noticeable effort. The encore consisted of
one song, in all likelyhood the minimum required to honour the contract with Pepsi.
The Turret and its administration
can be thanked for bringing in the
acts for the Pepsi Taste Tour. I look
forward to some new and interesting
acts at the Turret this year. Hopefully
they won't have tempermental bouts
like Matthew Good.

You'll want to see this film twice
Beth Mullen
.Amidst the confusion and hype of Frosh week,
it seems especially timely to review a film
whose premise thrives on the mistakes of two
high school grads planning to attend college in
the fall.
Directed by Jonathan Kaplan, the film centres around the experience of two American
teenagers who fall for the wrong guy and get
arrested for possession of cocaine before
boarding a plane for Hong Kong.
To save money, the two American girls
decide to travel to Bangkok, Thailand rather
than Hawaii. Initially shocked by the cultural
differences between Bangkok and Beverly
Hills, the Americans adjust and find their space
in the Thai community. Approached by a goodlooking Australian business man, the two
friends find themselves competing for his
attention.
Kate Beckinsale, who plays the sensible
partner finds herself swept olT her feet and
convinced by his big talk and generous offers.
Claire Danes, who plays the spontaneous,
carefree friend finds herself jealous and intent

demand the attention of the viewer throughout.
At the end, the viewer regrets not devoting
their attention to the beginning of the movie as
that is where the solution to the primary conflict can be found.
Another commendable component of the
film is the music by David Newman. The
soundtrack accompanying the film includes
Delerium featuring Sarah Maclachlan, Plump,
Audioweb and Moist. The audio accompaniment supports the range of moods that the
movie explores while increasing the emotional

on stealing the spotlight away from her best

friend.
Both girls agree to follow "Mr. Right" to
Hong Kong. Their trip cut short in the airport
where they are found to possess massive
amounts of cocaine and are taken into custody
by the Thai authorities.

In prison the two Mends contact an
American lawyer who specializes in the Thai
legal system, or lack thereof, who attempts to
help them out of a situation that doesn't lend
itself easily to Thai consideration.
While the story line is basic and almost predictable, it is able to ofler complex subplots that

impact the audience experiences.
"Silence" by Delerium Is especially successful at drawing the viewer into the atmosphere
of the film.
This particular song eliminates all other
distractions that might hinder the viewers
appreciation of the movie and captures the
viewer in the moment.
In the end the movie satisfies all aspects of
a viewers expectations. Jonathan Kaplan has
created a movie that you can't see once yet
more valuable, a movie that you will want to
see again.
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Ear Candy

Since the operatic scores of John
Williams (Star Wars, Indiana Jones,
Jaws) began to reach popularity with
mainstream audiences, the release
of movie soundtracks has been used
not only to generate ancillary revenues for film projects, but also to act
as a marketing tool. These audio
tributes have become another companion to films, placed in rooms
alongside thumbtacked posters and
VI IS videos.
Some studios and filmmakers
have tapped into this market and
done quite well. Recent soundtracks
which have succeeded are Titanic,
Armageddon, Austin Powers, etc.
Studio executives try to promote one
song that makes its way onto the pop
charts to raise the profile of not only
the CD but the movie, and often that

song isnit even in the film itself, it is
played over the closing credits.
Not wanting to be left out of this
goldmine, some filmmakers attempt
to release a soundtrack despite the
seemingly impossible obstacle of not
having enough music on the actual
film to tit on an entire Q). This has
led to the snbt.it.le, iMusic Inspired
byi, as in, IMusic from and Inspired
by the Motion Picture Pocahontas!,
which features hastily and poorly
constructed songs that go along with
a lilmis theme. This appears to me
to be merely a cash grab for the production house, and I refuse to purchase any (Dis with this tag.
With the release of the soundtrack to The Blair Witch Project, the
cult-turned-mainstream horror film
of the summer, soundtracks have
taken an even further turn down the
marketing path. It does not contain

music featured in the film. It does not
contain music inspired by the film.
Whatis remarkable about the concept is that the film itself does not
even contain a minute of music featured in the film: filmed on 16 millimeter and home video, there were
no post-production sounds added.
As a concept, the soundtrack Ls
very original and provoking, much
like the nature of the film. This
imixed tape! was reportedly found
with the other possessions of the
three lost student filmmakers in the
woods near Burkittsville, Maryland.
The tape was assembled by Josh, the
talkative male of the threesome, and
even the insert insists that the events
did truly occur.
Overall, the CI) Ls an interesting
extension of the concept of the film.
Some people went into the theatre
believing that the evenls depicted did
truly occur. They were led to believe
this because all elements of the promotion h web site, movie trailers, television commercials, and finally, the
soundtrack, led them to believe this.
In this regard, it makes the soundtrack a vital element of a very successfully conceived and marketed
film.
Oh yeah, the music is okay.
Move Over Kom We Got a New Dark
Champion
Anthony Del Col

Skunk Anasie has blended the far
too popular dark alternative scene
cleverly with the over looked trip hop
brilliance. Though even too dark for
this listeners eai-s at times it was as
enjoyable as a fresh haircut. In other
words it's good to hear something
new like this as it Ls good to feel the
back of your head after a good cut
but you're iffy as to if it really Is good
after all.
Though only quickly going
through this album it began to grow
on me by the 7th song of the 12
tracked Post Oragasmic Cell.
Perhaps with more time it will grow
into my collection and become a
favourite that I will play someday for
my children. As for now try it on for
size, I recommend starting with
"Lately" or "Secretly".

why they kept it for this their second
album. Though at points a little
harder and harsher it Ls still a great
follow up to their initial enter into the
music kingdom.
It's true that the sound Ls a little
darker and harder than their debut
album but the heart they put into
their songs before Ls still there even
though a little bitterer. With tracks
like "On My Hotel TV." Skunk Anasie
will have you chanting along with at
least the chorus.
If you don't know the band you
may find it hard to lLsten to the lead
singers voice for too long. She has
that Lenny Kravitz sort of twang
which is great in the slower parts of
"We Don't Need Who You Think You
Are" and in the ballad-like Tracy's
flaw but leaves you looking for a
place to hide in the opening track
"Charlie Big Potato". If you can't see
past the voice though you're missing
out on some great tunes behind her.

Craig White

Skunk Anasie Post Orgasmic Cell
The band that never got big but
just got good is back. If you didn't
hear them before you missed out.
Their semi-trip hop sound caught
attention quickly so it's no wonder

The WLiU'er is
here!
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Tying up Teacher
Danielle Fielder
Thi latest in a long line of movies starring
Katie Holmes, Teaching Mrs. Tingle promised
to be a typical formula
teen movie. However, 1
am a fan of Helen
Mirren. who plays Mrs.
Tingle, so 1 decided to
give it a. try.
This movie Katie
Holmes as the smartest
girl in school, vying for
the title of valedictorian
in order to gain a scholarship and escape small
1

town life.
Her main obstacles
include a goody-twoshoes girl at school who
represents her main
for the
competition
a
and
scholarship,
bitchy
supremely
history
teacher named Mrs.
Tingle. Students run
away when she; strides
down the hall, and even
the principal Is intimidated by her very presence.
She thrives on torturing her students, in particular a certain student
named Leanne (Katie
Holmes). Her final project is A+ worthy, but
Mrs. Tingle does not recognize her efforts, and
humiliates her in front of the class.
Leanne Is devastated, but accepts the fact
she will most likely not win the scholarship and
end up leading a miserable existence. Things
only get worse for our young hero when the
rebel boy from class presents her with Tingle's
final history exam.
Leanne, and her redhead best buddy
JoLynn deny his offer to look at the test, but he

stuffs it in Leannes backpack just in time for
Mrs. Tingle to catch them in the act. They plead
with her not to take the matter to the principal,
but to no avail. Later that night the three go to
1

they try to run damage control on the situation.
While this plot seems too thin to build an
entire movie, somehow it works, as the
remainder of the movie follows the mind and

Dawson's Creek, the script Is quick and witty.
As the movie develops, Mrs. Tingle's truly
horrible side is revealed. By halfway through
the movie, I was pretty scared of her.
Helen Mirren is
excellent as the near
psychotic teacher who is
out to ruin her students'
lives. Katie Holmes is
pretty good, although
she, plays herself, as she.
seems to do with all of
her performances
If' you appreciate
black humour, then you
may like the movie. The
ending Is strange, and
slightly disappointing,
but 1 suspect that is was
changed along with the
movies title.
The movie was
formerly called Killing
Mrs. Tingle, but the title
was

PHOT

Mrs. Tingle's house to plead with her. JoLynn,
the budding actress, pretends the test was
hers, Leanne begs her to believe the story, and
finally rebel boy threatens her with a crossbow.
Here's where things get a
little strange. Mrs. Tingle is
injured after a scuffle, and
out of fear and for lack of' a
better idea, the three would
be criminals tie her to her
bed. Cover up plans ensue as

word games played out between teacher and
students.
Coming from director and writer Kevin
Williamson, who we know and love for

changed following

of the Columbine shootings.
It is possible that
Williamson was pressured to change the
and
the
ending,
awkard
transition
FILE shows. However, I
enjoyed the show, and
it's certainly better than watching too many
episodes of Dawson's Creek.
v.-v*
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Deadline Dates for Application to
I
Professional Programs at Ontario Universities!

Rocks.

October 15 1999

Medical School (OMSAS)

Y
i

j*t him

f

>i

Law School (OLSAS)

November 1, 1999

Teacher Education (TEAS)

December 1,1999

A

Cp

Jm
II

if

January 17, 2000

Rehabilitation Sciences (ORPAS)
Occupational Therapy Physiotherapy/Physical Therapy
Audiology Speech-Language Pathology

FOR INFORMATION OR TO REQUEST AN APPLICATION FORM PLEASE

VISIT US AT:

r

L

,

Biology 101
1

'

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES'
APPLICATION CENTRE

T

Synapsis: The music you wanl io hear, movies you
•want to see ond clubs you have to hit,
Reference:

J

/

CENTREOE DEMANDE D'ADMISSION
AUX UNIVERSITES DE L'ONTARIO

...,

P
(519)823-1940

,

I

I
I
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nightlifo.thßrecDrii.com
Before going out, research what's

j/f
112.

_

going cn.
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Pictures Aplenty

Part Time Employment
Position:
Mad Science Instructor for elementary school children

Responsibilities:
Present pre-arranged science activities in a fun and exciting format to elementary
school aged children. Programs are conducted at elementary schools, at
children's homes, and at SPORTSWORLD. We choose topics that are
spectacular and have a lot of hands-on potential.

Topics Include:
*Lasers
Rockets
Bubbling Potions
Illusions
Chemical Magic

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Indoor lightning

Slime

Special Effects
Kitchen chemistry
*... and tons more.

Job Requirements:
*

*

*

*

*

*

Minimum high school chemistry and physics

pBS
Please call
(519) 653-4442 X 3012

Past experience working with children
(I.e. Summer camp, leadership, activity animation, ski instructor, etc.)

Car
Outgoing and fun-loving personality
Ability to animate activities with groups of up to 20 children at a time
Ability to pass a Police Record Check

The Cord Weekly

The Gord Weekly

Thursday, September 9, 1999

Entertainment
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A Capitalistic Conundrum
Asad Kiyani
Last night, on the way home from an exhausting O-Week Foot Patrol shift, I ran into one of
our terrific janitorial staff. If there is anyone I
have the utmost respect for on campus, it is for
the people who work behind the scenes and
keep the school running clean and smoothly.
This particular custodial worker was working with some trash bins very early in the
morning. We talked for a bit and he mentioned
that while he works every day from 11 p.m. to
7 a.m., he would much prefer to work during
the day for his schedule had an adverse effect
on his family life and left him in a bit of isolation in general! However, there is no way for
him to change that particular situation.
His problem is exemplary of the situation
which James Laxer attempts to describe and
rectify in his book The Undeclared War: Class
Conflict in the Age of Cvber-Capitalism Laxer
vigorously attacks the current capitalist mentality which he says Is leading to a tremendous
separation between the rich and the poor of
the world. It Is a class struggle that threatens to
overwhelm the world with its subtlety.
Laxer understands that many are unsympathetic to his arguments against the pervasive
capitalist mentality. He is quick then to present
evidence to support the idea that there is
indeed a growing gap between the rich and the
poor, one that is leading to a society of distinct
classes.
From 1980 to 1995, the income of the richest 20% of families in the United States rose
10.7%. During that same period, the income of
the poorest quintile actually fell 9.6%.
According to Laxer, there are two distinct
economic classes. There are wage and salaryearners and those who control capital. It is
those who profit from chiefly from investment
income that are the wealthiest. This segment of
the population is growing wealthier by the day
as the poor become worse off.
Laxer also attacks the idea that capitalism
is a meritocracy. He notes that the vast majority of those who are wealthy have not worked
to earn their money. Rather, they have simply

inherited it. Even middle-class children who
are now self-made tycoons have an advantage

medical care and technology that children are
introduced to simply because their parents
happened to have money?

in our capitalist society, argues Laxer. Since
their are richer, they are able to better and

Instead of continuing with the inheritance-

large, which would include the descendants of
the deceased. In tills way, only those who truly
worked hardest and truly deserved financial
success would gain that compensation.
This lack of socialism is what laxer views
one
as
of the largest problems associated with
the capitalist outlook. As capitalism evolved in
the post-World War Two/Cold War era, it
became a symbol of anti-communism, which
was in turn wrongly seen as the ultimate haven
of socialism. Partially as a response to the fear
of the Red Menace, Western economies, dominated in the post-war era by U.S. aid and its
extreme capitalist outlook, began to develop
similar economic bases, helping capitalism
take root.
laxer offers more than simple theoretical
arguments. Every point he makes is backed up
by research and numbers that illustrate his
idea. In the course of providing examples of
capitalist classes, Laxer refers to famous
examples of large Western companies.
He refers to Shell's purchase of weapons in
order to secure a Nigerian oil contract as well
as Nike's failure to properly compensate its
workers in Asia. In Vietnam, while it costs only
$2.10 (US) to feed one person enough rice, tofu
and vegetables to survive, Nike only pays their
workers $1.60 per day. That is, if the worker
were to spend their entire income on food
alone not rent or clothing or anything else 1
they still would not be able to survive.
While it appears that Lexer's book is heavy
and hard to get in to, it is actually fairly simply
written. The book, while incredibly informative;
is also informally written so that anyone can
easily understand Laxer's points and arguments.Additionally, while focusing on the.
United States as the hotbed of capitalist
thought, laxer aLso examines capitalism in
Canada.
"Capitalism has delivered abstract equality,
but it has also delivered material and societal
inequality," writes Laxer. He is exactly right.
If you don't believe me, then come see me.
I can introduce you to some people here on
campus who are living the life that Laxer predicts for the majority of us.
-

-

more clearly understand what is required for a
successful business career. They also are able
to utilise those resources to pay for specialized
training, especially post-secondary education.
And what of the better food, housing, clothing,

system of capitalism that dominates current
financial thinking, Laxer suggests creating a
true meritocracy. All assets a dead person left
behind would be divided between various
social programs to benefit the community at

Back to the Grind
Williams Coffee Pub
ICED CAPPUCCINO

1/2 price

Until 22 Sept. '99. Please present student card for 1/2 price offer

-

Specialty coffees

-

fjk
-

-

-

Skin Care and Electrolysis
».

Corrla

Certt/ted Aesthetickin

EtectroloQist

519-743-3497

155 A Frederick

Gourmet Desserts

-

Baked Goods

Frappes

&

-

Open 24 Hours
Street

(Parking In rear)
Kitchener. Ontario
N2H 2M6

iLi.wjiiiiiiJi

'W'lllftfillM'l-

iced coffees

-

Waterloo

-

-

Williams famous
ciabatta sandwich
Daily lunch special

Dinner combos

Breakfast

University Shops Plaza

University Ave. W at Phillip

Drive Thru

-

Waterloo

-

University Ave E. at Regina
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A New Campus Adventure
In which Spectre Crane,
an academic somnambulist,
ponders the cliff and hundreds of
new charges arrive.
Its a new day here, September
6th to be exact, summer's met its
end, autumn's working its way in,
and Spectre Crane, lost soul, is
awake and alert, poignantly aware
of the new vibrations (too wishywashy? maybe its just nerves...)
emanating from the just-about-toarrive academic year.
Spectres got a week until he's
got to face a new round of courses, a
new crop of professors, and a whole
new army of phantoms and demons
nipping at his heels pushing him
ever-forward to the disparaging cliff
of dropping out.
Spectre's seen it a hundred times
before: pushed to the edge, stressed
and burnt out, plummeting to the
bottom of the scholarly cesspool like
an animated coyote all the years of
assignments and research and what
do you get? A little cloud of dust and
a pitiful splat, that goddamn roadrunner, ever so out of reach, staring
down and waggling that tongue, as
you try and pick up the pieces and
find out if they're hiring at Burger
King. Spectre can't take the fall, his
parachute was cashed in a long time
ago and, unlike his good friend WileE, he can't pick up the pieces after he
lands on the desolate plains.
-

This year Is it, the real deal,
whether our friend Spectre likes it or
not.
The campus is busy this week
all the new students are moving in
and being "oriented" to their new
surroundings the ground is covered
with crushed plastic cups and torn
down posters, the trees and rocks
have all been adorned with various
banners and signs, the pathways
and the fields are packed with the
new recruits, freshly removed form
the comforts of home and hometown, left at the mercy of those who
would guide them, but will probably
just succeed in getting them loaded
or laid, almost certainly in that order.
Spectre, last cigarette in hand, is
perched under one ofthe few unmolested trees on campus, reading
"The Crying Of Lot 49". He's right at
the part where Oedipa is walking
around the Berkley campus, staring
in amazement at how crazy and wild
the students are; not at all how she
remembers school back in the 50 s.
Now, it wouldn't be fair to say
that Spectre was a whole lot like
Oedipa
he was still in school, a
mere twenty-one, she was like,
what, twenty eight? but he was a
little, oh how to put it, perturbed by
the organised chaos unfolding fill
around him. At least back in the sixties, Spectre couldn't help but think,
they had something to be rebellious
-

-

-

-

about. What are we so reckless for?
Wandering through the hordes of
confused young students, Spectre
headed over to the Student Activity
Building with the intention of purchasing a pack of cigarettes.
Nearing the entrance, what
should he find but a seemingly endless line of new students, all clad in
their T-shirts and sandals, waiting to
gain entrance to the new student
pub, for some kind of organised

broo-ha-ha.
There were two lines actually,
hopelessly intertwined, forming one
cohesive mass.
Spectre noticed four distinct sorts
in the line: there were jocks, nerds
(isn't all too much like some John
Hughes production?), dance club
those that
fanatics, and rogues
serve as a kind of vigilante demographic, hard to pin down.
They were all arranged jock next
to nerd or nerd next to rogue, forming a definite and discernible blueprint of this campus society. This
blueprint would form four years of
society and study at this school and
then, instead of withering up and
being quietly forgotten, would
spread its cruel tendrils into the
world and start to form the way that
worked, it would purchase homes
and run corporations and run up the
debt and wage wars.
Spectre tried to cut through the
-

line but it was useless: his every
effort was repelled. He knew he was
on the outside, just a satellite, forever consigned to orbit what was now
forming and what had been forming
for years, right in front of his eyes.
Spectre had to walk away.
�

*

*

leg's more numb than painful, and
Spectre, spread out leisurely on the
couch, Is perusing his courses. It's an
eclectic selection as usual.
Spectre, you see, is something of
an academic somnambalist, wandering in a daze throughout his
courses and to date four different
majors. Spectre tries to recall: Now
lessee, first it was Philosophy, then
Geog- no wait, it was History then
Geography and now, as a final resting place, English. Already looking at
four years for a three year degree,
best hope that this one works out...
Spectre knows that this year is all
that counts. If he fails one more credit (which woul raise his career total
to ten) he'll be kicked out. He's
already Felis Academia and last
semseter, with the advent of his
failed midterm on "Igneous Rocks
And Related Topics", he just lost his
ninth life.
Spectre Crane starts to drift off on
the couch. His eyes are heavy and he
wants to relieve the burden. As he
feels the vacuous dark surround him
he can begin to sense his mind drifting away. Spectre transcends the
room and for a brief moment he
thinks he might just be turning invisible.
Please submit stuff or I'll beforced
to write more of this
-

Back at home now, nobody else
has moved in yet so Spec' is all by his
lonesome. Feeling a little on the
peckish side, our hero throws a can
of chicken noodle soup in a pot and
throws it on the stove.
Soup simmers and steam rises
and before Spectre can even think
the fire alarm's sounding in the hallway, a piercing ring, and everything
goes haywire.
Spectre panics, grabs his soup
haphazardly off the burner, sending
a scalding stream of poultry stock
down his leg, causing what classmate Martin Monk would later
describe as a "nasty" burn.
It seems like no matter what
Spectre does around here he can't
help but catch a firm slap on the
wrist. Just trying to get by heating
up some soup, walking around campus has become an exercise in
comic suffering.
It just doesn't seem right, Spectre
can't help but think as he runs his
quickly reddening leg under a strong
stream of cold bath water...
It's a couple hours later now, the
-

-

-

-

Ashbery and Ammonds, Anxious Art
Anxiety's Prosody
Anxiety clears meat chunks out
the skimmer to floats

filters the

of the

stew, carrots, lakes

of greasy globules and with cheesecloth

broth, looking for the transparent, the colourless

essential, the unbeginnirig and unending

of consomme:

the

The Problem
Of Anxiety
Fifty years have passed
since I started living in those dark towns

I was telling you about.
Well, not much has changed. I still can't figure out

open anxiety breezes through thick conceits,
(it likes metaphors

deep-lying, out

up into, lighting up consciousness,

surface congestions

of sight, their airs

misting

unidentifiable presences),

it distills consonance and assonance, glottal thickens, brush

clusters, it thins the rhythms, rushing into longish gaits, more

distance in less material time: it hates clots, its stump-fires

how to get from the post

office to the

swings in the park.

Apple trees blossom in the cold, not from conviction,

and my hair is the colour of dandelion fuzz.
Suppose this poem were about you
put in the things I've carefully

descriptions

of pain and

-

would you

left out:

sex, and how shiftily

people behave toward each other? Naw, that's

level fields: patience and calm define borders and boundaries,
hedgerows, and sharp whirls: anxiety burns instrumentation

matterless, assimilates music into motion, sketches the high
suasive turnings, mild natures tangled still in knotted clumps,

A.R. Ammoncls

ail in some book it seems. For you
Fve saved the descriptions

offinger sandwiches,

and the glass eye that stares at me in amazement

from the bronze mantel, and will never be appeased.

John Ashbery
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Think You Can Do Better?
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Submit Your Work Today
Or Pay A Dear, Dear Price
An apology to Peter Schacht

CHER Y

CHRISTNE

The Cord apologizes most sincerely to artist Peter Schacht whose portrait of Marshall Ward we ran in our June
2nd edition. At press time we were unsure of the identity of the artist who had done the portrait and thus simply credited the work as "Another artist's perception of Marshall Ward." We apologize for the mistake; we will
definitely take the steps necessary to ensure something like this does not happen again.

IPificiassifieds
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Food & Music
Part/Full Time
Weekends available
Flexible Schedule
28 Job Openings
Start Today!
Kitchener/King St 742-9990

learn to fly!
Hver wanted to
to fly?
Interested in a sightseeing flight?
CaD the Waterloo Wellington Flight
Centre at 648-2213 and ask for Tim..
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Robert Ixin gen Art Gallery
Exhibition by Sharon Woodley entitied Ruled by Radiance. Acrylic on
canvas to run lion SoptnmbiT 7-2fi.
((.-•option will be hold Wednesday
Soptombor I5fr.,m4-5pm
'

Royal

Scottish

Country

Dance

Society

Young, old, single or partnered,
come and join the fun of Scottish
Country Dancing. Weekly classes
begin Tuesday September 14 lor
adult beginnners, intermediate
dancers, or social ((Experienced)
dancers. For more information call
888-7669 or 886-7379 or look for
information on our website at
www.kw.igs.net/~pmak/kwrscds.
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fundraisers/Salespeople
The Salvation Army requires
fundraisers locally Top renumeradon n'dd for four hours of evening
,
work. Call luck between 9:00a.m.
,
and 3:00p.m. Mon.-Sat. 742-6735
„

(

Child Care Wmted
for three-year-old twins in our home
near campus. We are seeking a
warm, energetic person for Monday
and/or Wednesday afternoons. Call
747-5575.

•

Tommy I Iilliger Clothes For Rent
Be cool with some stylin'duds. Look
like U,o ro.st ofu, for a fraction of te
price.
C all 1-8IIO-4POSHUH

1110 llish Pub ll,al Rocks
nopds "Pmonced,
ldt "' -ni
outgoing, energetic Bartenders.
Waitstaff, Shooter girls, Buspersons,
Door persons
um, cooks Aoplv
tuiu line
(juwflo and
in person with resume to 12 1/2
Water St. South, Cambridge
''

Production Manager
I he Ontanon at the University ol
Cuelph seeks a qualified applicant to
i
oversee the
production department,
i
attend the computer network and
supervise the staff'of the university's
newspaper. Come to the Cord office
for further information but note that
the deadline for applications Is
'
Friday, September 17 at 5:00 pm.
If Frosh Week didn't fill ya
The Royal Medieval Faire is here
once more. So here ye, here ye come
one come all to the Kingdom of
M earth S-m.rd-iv* Seniemher18
'
VT
w St fr m 11
lerl Park W
am to 6 pm at a cost of 5 olde dollars.
.
, ,
Ifr your Medieval tights are m a knot
,
anxiously anticipating the Medieval
revue and are Y2K compliant dial up

Plastic Men Si Women For Rent
Clean affectionate and always obedient. Must have a clean driving record
and acceptable oral hygeine.
Call 642-1248 Serious inquiries only
please.

,

'

,
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I

'°°

HI
1 lfty Ladics "

Come on and get with me. I'm pretty
much the bomb and all the ladies die
8
G

blage oflkea furniture.
Call Borjo Clfektiv at 555-17%

Tho Breaker Conjiection
1 ley GO!.1, breaker with all the fancy
accessories you rock You know
,
1 1IIMMI'IIIfgfsrafgffiappl who you are. The guy m the gym on
Monday night I saw you check in'
my sweet Green ass out. I wanna «et
,
.
with you in the worst kind of wayJ
.
How about we meet on our WFT
frosh Wristbands
.
.
night,
III be the one m stretchpants
1 - x P erience lrosh week all over
,
.
and and spagetti strap GREEN ha
(U
Do
the
of
cheerdays
again.
you miss
LOr* lop Wlltl viOljlJ Dl cl.
i •
i
i~v
and
insane
madnessi'o Don
t miss
ing
J
GREEN
with Me(nv^
VV1
out on all of the artificial fun.
Call 575-1999
Sauble Beach
c
";
'
You
me
given
Coninmj Tnvti-ir>r>i'
ve
a gift
lexmooK
ueoiogy
,n
I hat no one can ever match.
r
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Enthusiastic Desk Assembler
or desks
i 00 kin
lor
es s too assem
assemblee.
n,annals
Crmunal rates,
no
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Build your Resume
.
, , .
Give to the community! Friendly volunteers are desperately needed to
Provide companionship to people
with Alzheimer Disease. Two hour
weekly commitment.
Training provided. Call Alzheimer
Society 742-1422.
,

.

>

>

The .v don ' 1 ' al] it rocks for jocks for
nothing. If you haven t enrolled in thLs
course, you should!
Buy my book and manual for $.,()
obo. Will accept interesting trades.
CaJl Sarah at 886-5898
(

it with love

-

Never leave

my

side

y

Now and until I die.
L °ve, Freak Boy

°

°
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«
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,

ALL SORTS OF BOOKS FOR
,,,, ,,,,,
SALE!!!!

VI

Dear Launer,
fancier

,

www.royalmedievalfaire.org (that's
the kingdom of ORG). For more
information contact Karen Lucas at
519 744-6058 and DJ Carroll at 519
883-0381

HSIil3laSH
Enthusiastic Qualified Music Teacher
looking for students. Reasonable
rates! Please call Valerie: 584-0213

First Year Business
and
Economics...COME HERE!
Second
Year History and
Philosophy....COME HERE!
Call asad @ 746-3440

Thanks for all the wonderful memorfes. Its sad to go now, but you shall
stay in my heart forever. With love
with thanks with my soul Goodbye/
ak
"

NOW HIRING!!
Wilfrid Laurier University Student
Publications NEEDS to HIRE...

Production Manager, Producation Assistant,
Opinion Columnist, Opinion Cartoonist,
News Editor, Copy Editor, Keystone Editor
and Keystone Staff.
Apply at the Third Floor of the Fred Nichols Campus
Centre NOW!
w-

Hiring closes

on

Friday, September 24th

at 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, September 9, 1999

An Euler Lady done wrong
To Jonesy,
I dun ya wrong, baby. Take me back.
I'm sleepin' on the couch alone. I'm
sorry for my reckless behaviour that
caused you so much hurt. I guess I
sometimes get all caught up in how
much I still care fer ya baby. Let's get
back together, I know we can make
it work somehow, someway. I promise I'll give up all my fussin' and a
fightin' and I'll settle down and be a
good man by ya. I know we can
work it out, baby, we been through
some tough times in the past and
we've always seen it through. You
and Is been foolin' since we wuzkids
and I can't imagine a day without ya.
So that's it, I guess; my appeal to
your conscience. I won't do you
wrong no more. Jim
Single Hick Seeks Love
must hunt
must have an old rusty pick-up
must know how to play banjo
must have furniture on lawn and a
car up on blocks.
You'll have to drop a muskrat pelt
with your address in my mailbox
since I don't have a phone.
•

•

STINKYFOOT!
STINKYFOOT!
STINKYFOOT!
GOOOOOOOOO TEAM!
DEAR FOOT PATROL,

Thanks for livening

up a dead
evening Monday night.. It was greatly appreciated. Hopefully, next time
we won't have som many speeches
but a little more of the singing and

P Is for Party
A is for All Night Long
R is for Right Now
T is for Turn It Up
Y is for Y'all Come Back
P-A-R-T-Y
Party Hardy
Woo-Hoo
GREEN TEAM!!

Classified Rates

dancing.

Thanks guys.
To that special frosh I saw....

I don;t know your name, but you
might know mine. I hope you do,
because I'd love to talk to you again.
If you know who I am, them ask
around for me up hero. If you don't,
I'll be waiting for you.

Students:
30 words or less
31-60 words
each word over 60

$5
$8
$.10

Non-Students
30 words or less
31-60 words
each word over 60

$7
$10
$.10

Semi-Display Ads

•

•

Stinkweasel aka. Stuart,
You consistently come through for
me. You suck and I hate you but
sometimes you are mildly entertaining so I guess I'll keep you around.
We've got that case to go through yet
so get your tolerance back up you
sissy-baby... I've got a garbage pail
with your name on it. I'll beat you at
Boggle, Trivial Pursuit AND Caps.
You'll be lookin' for your pickles, oh
Hottie
you'l] be lookin'.

Devotionally yours.

add

SHOUT OUTs T0....
the chicks with the orange hair
the dude with the green hair
the gang in blue
the centres of attention
the man with one red shoe
the livers and the lovers
the cute blond with the sweet
ass! Hey Baby!
the scruffy blond with the
stretch marks...Hey Baby!
AND the lady in charge!
a.k.

•Prices include GST

.50

Placement forms are available in the
Cord Office on the third floor of the Fred

Nichols Campus Centre. Phone-in
orders can call 884-0710 ext. 3564. Fax
orders can be sent to (519) 883-0873.
Cash required in advance for most
student classified ads. Billing available
for phone-in and fax orders and classifieds running for more than five issues.
Deadline for placement is Tuesday at

12:00p.m.
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Ready Steady Go Revue
Kick Off!!
Saturday, September 11th

The Premier Gathering of Brewers & Beers
Over 200 Types of Beer Offered
Live Entertainment Great Food Cooking
Demos Beer Judging and more...

Troy Watson & Friends
Retro 60's Rock & Roll
Soul & 90's Hip Hop
Dance to your hearts content.
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
$12 Admission
(must be 19 years of age or older)

185 King St. W., Kitchener
across from City Hall
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email: brewfest@hrs.voguelph.ca

http://www.hospitality.uoguelph.ca
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above Strand Restaurant

Retain This Banke Buck for Banke Savings

$
V
Thursday, Sept 16, 7pm midnight
Friday, Sept 17, 4pm midnight
Saturday, Sept 18, 2pm 11pm
PLEASE DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

39

The Cord Weekly
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Money
Baty!
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Ready Steady Go Friday !
Live Bands Saturdays 8
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125 King St. W„ Kitchener INFO-LINE: 744-4403Wrfi /; Sat., Sept. 25th
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